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In Our 93rd Year

Veteran Bails Out Of Hijacked
Jet In Remote Mexican Jungle
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A
skyjacker bailed out of an
Eastern Air Lines jetliner over
a remote Mexican jungle today
after a marathon hijacking that
began Friday morning in Penn- sylvania.
A spokesman for Eastern in
Mexico City, Hank- Nieto, said
the sky pirate jumped from the
airliner near Yoro, a village
along the border between Mexico and British Honduras. The
aircraft earlier had flown to
Beliserl3eitisItlioncktras;at

feet across the runway into the
substituted aircraft, an identical 727.
The hijacker agreed to accept
the offer for a new plane and,
with the hostages clustered
around him, walked through
the-darkness to the new plane.
_ An _Eastern officiaL who asked not to be.identified; admitted later that the change of
planes was designed to perhaag.
give authorities some opportunity to overtake the hijacker.
—f cr ,
--Wore he lefflhe
the
The Plane, a Boeing 727, had cials, "The only thing holding
a full tank of fuel and a range back the hammer of my gun is
ot about 1,500 miles—approxi- my thumb."
It was . with the _gun, and a
mately the distance to Belize.
"The hijacker seems to have satchel which he said contained
a very well thought-out plan," an explosive he could detonate
said Robert Martin, an Eastern
- •
e hi New Orleans.
took over the plane shortly
think he has this thing pretty after it left Allentown, en route
well figured out."
to Miami.
referred to-the -def
y
reed thf-pi o
maneuvers by the hijacker and, Washington, where he barthe specific requests he had gained for the money and
made,some of them-couched in geocith.
language indicating he knew
However, he did riot like the
how tofly the jetliner himself. small denominations of bills in
But a flaw in the plan almost the payoff. _After circling the
appeared in New Orleans. The airport for 5"/ hours, he had
hijacker stopped there original- the pilot land again, and be dely to refuel, and officials said manded the ransom be traded
the plane had a malfunctioning for a similar amount in $100,
8500 and $1,000 bills.
hydraulic seal.
Passengers released in WashMartin said Eastern offered
the hijacker the second plane— ington described the hijacker
which required that he leave as neat and businesslike, eerythe cover of his first aircraft Mg a short-barreled-revolver
and walk with his hostages 30 elie.man said Was a .38 special.

410

Eastern spokesmen said the
FBI had a fingerprint, whith
they hoped would give identification of the hijacker. Meanwhile, they said only that he
was 45 years old and a veteran
of Vietnam.
The captain and the crew had
been with the plane sincelt left
Allentown, Pa. at-10 a.m: Friday. The hijaCker rejected a
plea that a fresh crew be substituted in New Orleans.
The plane left New Orleans
almost e...aLtly five hours -after

10* Per_CoPY
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-Sixteen Thoroughbreds
Set For Kentucky Derby

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — memorable moments belong to fourth in the Belmont Stakes.
A mutual field is made up by
Rive Ridge, the 1971 2-year-old the underdog.
track oddsmaker to keep
the
champion, was set to open his
In the 1913 Derby, a jockey
Triple Crown bid today in the called Roscoe Goose rode Done- the limit of 12 separate betting
Kentucky Derby. Out to stop rail to a one-half length victory' --interests allowed by Churchill
vIEw him were 15 other 3-year-olds. over Ten Point for a winning Downs, The _field hi:T=3. are
RE
41MumagAri
nor
-Rive Ridge's main challeng- niutuel payoff-of $184.90. This is considered outsiders.
Killed, III 'fix
Shiers
In 1919, Johnny Loftus rode a
in the 14-mi1e, $125,000 still the biggest payoff in Derby
ers
24
Near Kok Derby were Flamingo winner
colt, who had no previous wins, tffne Ware
history.
•,
Hold Your.Feace; No Le.liace, - Last year Barbizon Streak,* W a five-length vietery in -the -winner of the Louisiana and Ar- Knight Counter, Jr's Arrow- Derby. The horse was Sir Bar'who-became-the
kansas Derby.,.and.Heall otihe. -heady-Pour/ilia and Saigon 1 Triple-Grown:—
River, first in the
Brokers •Tip did not win the
Others entered in the 98th field who finished in. the last
tkinkeacninmandhut-headed
running of the Derby at five places. But the other field Triple Crown. In fact, the only
back to Mexico without landing.
Churchill Downs were Freetex, horse was Canonero II who not race he won in 14 career starts
After the hijacker bailed out,
Sensitive Music, Introductivo, only won but made a run at the was the 1133 Derbyhighlighted
the plane flew BO miles to MeDr. Neale, Our Trade Winds, Triple Crown by also winning by the whipping duel between
rida, Mexico, and landed with
Big Brown Bear, Kentuckian, the Prealtness before finishing his jockey, Don Meade, and
the crew all reported in good
Herb Fisher, the rider of runPacallo, Haul's Image, Big
es
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of,
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took on during a stop in WashTip paid real big prices. Sir
scheduled-for 5 pin.-6p.m. and
, • •
Barton paid $7.20 as part of an
radio coverage for 5a15
The hijacker also had six
while Brokers Tip reentry
5:45 P-m—bothimatS,
—
--/Cy.
--1-AP)
LOUISVILLE,
parachutes, two bush knives,
Some of America's greatest &icing fans jammed intn turned $19.86.
two pimp suits, two crash helOther longshot winners of the
thoroughbreds have won the Churchill Downs today for the
mets.food, drink and cigarettes
Derby but some-:of -its -most 98th anneal,Kerithcky DerliY DerbrIneleded Dark_Star, who
delivered to him when he freed
which Saw a tiOrit;-ef-4mprove- paid $51.80 after handing Nathe 48 passengers and one stewments for the Comfort of the tive Dancer his only defeat in
ardess in Washington.
1953:- Gallahadian, $72.40 in
avid. Racetrack officials felt im- 1940, and Proud Clarion, $62.20
provements in traffic and park- in 1967.
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ing facilities could save at least
Dr. Bill Price, an associate an hour in coming-and-going Chance Of Rain During
professor in the Department of time by the Louivillians and
that.,the approximately fifty Educational Services at Murray outKif-towners who traditionally Derby _Becoming Remote
By DAVID HILL
Ledger and nines Staff Writer _ people- attending had: - - -Stiffe-Trimersity, has been have streamed slowly in and
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government ceases its aggres- authorized by Kentucky State members of the group present.
stalled Thursday night. by fence at the first turn was
Police said the Moody car was Miami reported.
sion against the people- of In- law.
most
spoke,
people
Several
Vernon Shown, director of the moved, creating space for
-We have no other details," a dochina."
going south on 12th making a
Howard Brandon, elected giving personal histories and school, during a "Teacher about 5,000 additional persons
left turn onto Story. Jones was spokesman said. "All we know
grievances and Appreciation Program," at in the infield.
The aircraft arrived in Dallas chairman of the committee personal
going north on 12th Street and is that it is on the ground in at
12:17 am, CDT and was re- formed last night,called for the suggestions, some at length.
Meanwhile,in the stands, the
which all members of the
Havana."
hit the Moody car in the right
Present at the meeting were school's faculty and staff were crowds on the third, fourth and
Earlier the plane had landed fueled about the time a new election of the committee to aid
side, according to the police.
crew arrived from Los Angeles him in funding and continuing John Ed Scott and Melvin presented cakes made by m fifth floors had a new identiThe Moody car hit the Collins at Tampa for a 50-minute at about 1:30 a.m. The gunman
drive to "stop City controls Henley, City Councilmen, Scott members of the PTA.
fication system for leaving
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Ten Years Ago Today
The Tube Tron Electronics nlant. organized and
to be operated by Hafford James, Stanley Dick, and
Gus Palma, will start production next week.
Ken Steven Harrell, one week old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Harrell, died today at the Murray
Hospital.
Kenneth R. Gann, airman apprentice, USN, was
graatikairoinige Aviation ramiliatifaliOn-khool
at fife Naval Air Tee
-finical- Traimng Center, —
Memphis, Tenn.
The Murray State College Track team beat the
University of Kentucky 88 to 43 at Lexington while
the MSC baseball team beat Tennessee Tech 4-3 at
Cookeville, Tenn.
•-

YearsAgoThisWeek
I •,

Sugar rationing started here this week with ration
books being distributed. The nation allows one pound
of sugar per person every two weeks.
Deaths reported are Miss Pope Erwin, age 67,
Dave M. Parks age 58, Miss Eva Hopkins, age 50,
Toy Wright Nance,age 62, and Mrs. Margy Lassiter.
Robert Craig of Hazel OW dittribittor of milk in
Murray, was HIP subject-story-izi-a-recent_issue
of The Jersey Bulletin which is published this week
in the Ledger & Times.
Joseph R. Miller, son of Dr. and Mrs. E.W. Miller
of Hazel, senior at the University of Louisville
Medical School, has been named to, Alpha Omega
Alpha, national honorary medical fraternity.
Pvt. Tom Walston of Camp Shelby, Miss., has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. Ola Walston.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
If I must needs glory, I will glory of the things
which concern mine infirmities.—II Corinthians
11:30.
To Paul any boldness or strength to endure, came

from the Lord. We, with him, should consider our
weaknesses an invitation to the Lord to strengthen
us.
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pain efforts in behalf of Sen. was one of the best men in the for the restoration of the home isolated rural counties in two
George McGovern and his bid Senate. And I like Sen. of Abraham Lincoln's wife states through the efforts of
for the Democratic presidential McGovern as a person. He is a here, the authenticity of the volunteer workers using mobile
very good person."
house is being questioned.
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in McGovern's entourage the suppose to be saying. I mean...I Lincoln lived as a girl.
linking isolated local residents
It was Macomber who first more directl with
past weekend as he stumped am not basically a politician,
the cow
• I

I

.

presidential primary Tuesday.
She spoke briefly at rallies
and shook hands as she followed the South Dakota Democrat
through the streets. She seemed
hesitant and nervous in front of
crowds.
"I am with McGovern beatuse_he i11.20 MUCtl MOW the

Institute To
Be Held At UK
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
second Kentucky Industrial
Development Institute will be
held in the University of Kentucky Commerce Building, May
31-June 2, according to acting
state Commerce Commissioner
Damon W. Harrison.
The institute is co-sponsored
by the Kentucky Department of
Commerce, the University of
Kentucky College of Business
and ,conomics and the Kentucky Industrial Development

seat and with educational and
the house Wile he was inmedical services.
vestigating another property in
—Operation of an early flood
Lexington.
warning system by a group of
Macomber "looked at the
total citizens in southwest
house from the outside and said
Virginia who have suffered
he doubted very much that the
fromLsevere floods in recent
house could be of the period
she was supposed to have years'
when uvre,
jjy,e_d_
„
soteon_ww.
—Preservation of the Red
f-Axmcil fireunchri one-time
ts directress of The Kentucky Ciar
ibta-eaPftuiof' the
eherakee
Heritage Commission said.
Nation,as a historic public park
Mrs. Willis described Macomand recreation area.
ber's statement as "an off-hand
—Creation of a water system,
comment.. but I felt -I should
one of the first of its type in the
tell the proper sources and let Nation,
designed to serve am
them decide what to do."
multicity-rnulticounty area.
So she sent a memorandum
—Collection and
sanitary
to Charles iNiciffiffe, attorney disposal
of refuse from rural
for the state Department of Fiareas.
nance, with a copy to Gov.
—Programs aimed at making
Wendell Ford.
"It seemed like a good idea downtown areas in many Valley
to get some sort of authentica- towns more vital and attractive.
—Establishing a ferry across
tion," Wickliffe said. "There
isn't much sense in going into a the Powell River arm of Norris
restoration project if the house Lake in east Tennessee.
—Continued progress toward
is not of some sort of historical
the completion of an industrial
significance."
Wickliffe acknowledged that park designed to stimulate a
there is "nethIng_in our files on new era of economic growth for
this house thatreally puts the 85,000 residents in an Appalachian coal mining region.
stamp of authenticity on it."
When it was created in 1961
The fund-raising project was
launched in mid-1970 by the the TVA Office of Tributary
wife of then-Gov. Louie B. Area Development worked with
local citizens in four organized
Nunn.
The chairman' of the fund local planing and development
raising project, Charlie Sturgill areas, representing only a
of Lexington, said, "There's small portion of the Tennessee
never been any question that „Valley. Today people in apMary Todd Lincoln lived there proximately 90 percent of the
according to all the local histo- Valley counties participate in
the development program
rians."
May 3, 1972
Sturgill said a plaque has through multicounty
ADULTS 104
been on the house for 40 years organizations such as citizens
NURSERY 8
referring to it as the girlhood associations, special state
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
home of Mary Todd Lincoln. "I agencies, development,
Mrs Pamels Diane Clark and
can't conceive that all this has districts, educational
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
gone on for these many years cooperatives, health districts,
Jane Ann McAlpin and Baby
without the authenticity being and other groups; the report
Boy, Box 158, Sedalia.
points out.
established," he said.
DISMISSALS
"'These cooperative efforts
Before leaving office, Nunn
Dale Robert McCuiston, 227
added $100,000 from his gover- - between local citizens, their
Spruce, Murray, Rufus Charlie,
nor's contengency fund to the state and Federal governOutland, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
fund for the restoration of the mental agencies, and TVA are
Dorothy Jean Rosales, Coach
house. The money raised demonstrating that people can
Estates, D-2, Murray, Mrs.
through public donations is now help -Themselves when they
Barbara Joyce Overbey, 1507
in escrow in a Louisville bank. organize and work together for
Sycamore, Murray, Master
their nutual benefit, and when
Michael James, Hopkins, Rt. 6,
they can obtain the necessary
Box 51, Murray Leo Gentry
FLOWERS DIDN'T HELP
facts, technical know-how and
McKinney, Rt. Murray, Ms.
SILVER CITY. N M APi developmental assistance," the
Mary Kathleen Bean, Itt. 5, - A flower shop presents a report says. The report is
Murray, Mrs. Anita Gail carnation boutonniere to each available form TVA's InWisehart and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, member of the Silver High formation Office, Knoxville,
Almo,f\eMrs Sharon Elizabeth School basketball squad and Tennessee 37902.
Green Id and baby boy, 1201 coaching staff if they qualify
tournament The
College CtS., Murray, John for the state
VERWOORD RIOT
carnations have been provided
James Scarbrough, Hazel. Mrs., the past four years as a good
Hendrik F. Verwoord, Soatn
Alpha Isabelle Cunningham, Rt. luck omen Silver lost for the African prime minister, was
5,Mrray, Mrs,a_die Cook, 624.r State AAA c.harneionship.in 1972_ 'stint in an attempted &MessinaBroad Ext., Murray
a "'met pamdr.. at Johannesburg.

Miss Kennedy first appeared
with McGovern last month in,
Massachusetts and later campaigned with him in Pennsylvania. She did not, at first, mention her father or use the Kennedy name.
"At the beginning. I did not
mention Daddy. Then I thought
tShould. I Want töre
tite him 1:4 Sen: McGovern,-W
show that there is that connection. A lot of people still like
Daddy. I mean, I'm no good as
a 20-year-old out of Radcliff ..."
Her standard contribution to
the McGovern campaign, in addition to her name, is a oneminute talk at the beginning of
a rally.
"I did not ask to make appearances. I hadn't planned to
do anything like that. I had
planned to go out and leaflet
and canvas. I just said I would
work for him. And I said in
whatever capacity you want me
to.-They said, 'Would you mind
with the
going around
senator?"
Kiss Kennedy said she had
not talked with her uncle, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, about
campaigning for McGovern.
Her mother, Ethel Kennedy, reportedly_plans lo campaign for
McGovern.

clinically to be in mild or moderate degrees of pain. It did not
cover other forms of relief for
patients with intractable pain,
they said.
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Late Show Tonite 11:40
"THE DEAN'S WIFE"J X 1 Over 18 Only
,
LET

Open le) 'MURRAY
Start
DRIVE
7:30
,4
.
7
- 1„Dusk
.
* ENDS-TONITE *
1."MACHINE GUN McCAIN" Peter Falk
2."A BULLET FOR PRETTY BOY"(PG)
3."BLOODY MAMA" Shelly Winters 11'

Hospital Report

•

-cancer-patient-was-considered-

1160-1_,
-

H

Harrison said irivitations
have been mailed to local officials and development personnel throughout Kentucky. He
stressed the importance of such
development seminars to
people who work with industry
by Carl Riblei Jr.
officials
in locating new in--The Republican platform is-'going to be a dilly
dustrial niants.
together
screwed
waxed
and
milled, planed, sanded,
"These people should be
with polished fittings. The Democratic platform will
highly professional," he said.
"Like all salesmen, they must
be more interesting. however --- jerry-built with
be thoroughly familiar with
hammer
rough-sawed, splintered planks, and
their product. The economy,
marks where the bent and rusty nails were pounded
laws, corporate practices and
into place by carpenters of assorted expenence.
development procedures are all
Either platform is certain to collapse the moment
changing rapidly and every
the body politic tries to dance on it.
person in the business of
"The world of politics is allocating industry should be
abreast of latest develop,
ways 20 years behind the world
ments."
of thought."
Last year's institute attracted
—John Jay Chapman
representatives from 58 of
Kentucky's 120 counties. This
COSTLY FOLIATION
Agnew To Visit Thailand
HOUSTON AP) — The Tax year, Harrison said, the goal is
BANGKOK
APi -- Vice Research Ass.ociaiien*.of Ilous to have at least• one from each
President Spiro T. Agnew will
ton and Harris Counq says the county.
visit Thailand following his offi- cost of educating pupils in pub
Among topics which will be
cial visit to Japan to attend
tic schools in Houston has al- covered are trends in the
most doubled in nine years
Kentucky
and
national
Okinawa reversion ceremonies
At the present rate of in- economy, 1972 legislation, inMay 15, the English language
crease.' the THA says, school dustrial site development, the
daily, The Nation, reported tospending will double in the next energy outlook, pollution
day.
five years although 'enrollment
The newspaper, quoting diplocontrol, federal financing
will rise only moderately
and corporate
matic, sources, said Thai and
The average cost of ecilyca - programs,
American officiaLs are . dishog each pupil in co*ty finance methods.
Those persons interested in
cussing the schedule for AgSchools was $666 54 last school
new's visit, which tru6. last two
year, compared to $359 36 in acquiring specific information
on courses offered, schedules
to three days.
1961-62. the report said
and enrollment art requested to
Spokesmen at the O.S. ,Embassy would not comment'on
Turtles-Emalrbreathers and contact the Department of
Commerce in .Frankfort.
the report.
have lungs

Isn't It The Truth!

rePowled•
They noted that internal
bleeding-and allergic-reactions
undoubtedly occur as side effects of aspirin, but they said
the rate of these complications
would seem to be very low in
view of "the many tons of aspirins consumed collectively each
year by nearly every -adult and
child in this country."
The researchers said the advantages of aspirin, coupled
with its low price, should make
it the drug of preference for
any pain problem requiring an
oral analgesic.
The study was confined only
-Were—the
to Oral

Tenhesse
are reviewed in
the new
biennial report 'Of
TVA's
Tributary
Area surgically removed,the investigators reported.
Development program.
The patients were given a vaThe report describes more
elthaii 70 programs and projects riety of analgesics along with
conducted over the past two placebos--harmless sugar and
years through the cooperation

0 Years Ag9 Today Kathieen Kennedy- lehentifilY
Aids Sen. McGovern Of Lincoln

Billy R. Andrus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus of Dexter, is serving aboard the USS Kearsarge
now anchored at San Diego, California.
"Pat Beale, former postmaster at Almo for many
years, was in the Ledger & Times office yesterday
morning. Just visiting. Come Again.", from the
column "Seen & Heard Around Murray..
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Dunn on April 30, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Troy Kelly on May 6.
Rev. Bill Clark Thornas will be the evangelist for
the youth revival to be held at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church May 9-11. Glen O'Brien will direct
the music.

water pills—all of which were
prepared in-'deities' capsules
so the patient would not know
just what-isrweagetting.
The bivestigators said they
found aspirin was the superior
agent for relief of cancer pain
among the test marketed oral
analgesics.
"Indeed, among all analgesics and narcotics available for
oral use, none has been demonstrated to show a consistent advantage over aspirin for the relief of any type of pain," they

study and might have a stateinent- on- -It- the ling of nest
week..But'timid it had not had
sufficient tine tratudy-the-re—
port to make a reply Friday.
The study repork was, made
by a Mayo team headed by Dr.
Charles G. Moertel and Dr. David L Ahmann, cancer specialists at the clinic in Rochester.
The report was published on
the heels of an announcement
by the Federal Trade_Conunission that it plans to investigate
advertising claims for nonprescription pain reitevers.geperal1j,called analgesic drugs.
A-spokesman- at the Mayo
Clinic said the investigation
was financed in part by a research grant from the National
Institutes of Health, the research arm of the U.S. Public
Health Service.
The investigators in the Mayo
study selected 57 cancer
patients to help determine the
effectiveness of aspirin and othA variety of area im- er pain-killers, including preprovement activities,from junk scription drugs.
All of the patients had "sigcar cleanup projects to an
access bridge for isolated nificant pain" from cancer in
reements_ of art .area—in—the- the abdomen and_pelvic regions

ROCHEST'ER, Minn.(AP) —
Plain aspirin is the beitfld
cheapest pain- killer among
common drugs, a May9 Clinic.
investigative team said Friday
in a report on a study.
The report, published in the
current issue of the New England Journal of Medicine,
showed aspirin superior to the
'popular and widely used Darvon.
The researchers said Darvon
was found to be not significantly better than a harmless dummy Pllti-or Placebo.
In Indianap_oli,s,, Ind., Eli Lilly
& Co., which manufactures
Darvon, said it was studying
the methods used in the Mayo

TVA Report
Lists Items

LEDGE& a TIMES FILE

TIKES MI

Mr. & N

Mayo Clinic Gives Report On Aspirin

AIOT EXACTLY A fR/EATLY GAME

PAGE THRI

* SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY
GREAT STARS! ACTION! EXCITEMENT!
THRILLS! ONE 'SON-OF-A-GUN' OF A SHOW!

7

They Trailed Him..
Tailed Him...
Tried To Nail Him...NOWAY!!

A?

They calledit HELL...
They called it VIOLENT
and EVIL!

ti4

•

TELLY
SAVA/AS

ROBERT
SHAW

, MARTIN
LEE VAII UHF• CARROLL BAKER
STUART WHIT-MAN
II to,

STILLS
STEVENS

TECHNICOLOR. • SCOPE

A MIA INTERNAlIONAL SHOW-

R'

MOP
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Doty-Arnett Vows To Be Read

Speech Student Is
Speaker At Meeting
Mrs. F.B. Outland has ai her
house guests this weekend her' Of Home Department
4\
7:4000
\

Celebration In
Orr Horne

Honored At Shower
Held At Center
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Jones
were honored with a household
shower held at the DeXter
Community Center on Thursday, April 13 at seven o'clock
in the evening.

The results of getting
nabbed for pot never end

The gracious hostesses for
this
special occasion were
Mrs. Prentice Travis, Mrs.
Willie Robert Young, both
sisters of the groom; Mrs. Joe
Pat Jones, sister-in-law of the
groom; and Mrs. Julian
Harrell, cousin of the groom.
The new bride chose to wear a
yellow double knit dress with
yellow
accessories. The
hostesses presented her with a
corsage of yellow roses.
Mrs. Dan Wyatt, mother of
the bride, wore a three-piece
double knit suit of red and white
with black accessories. She
received a corsage of white
carnations.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This memo came to our Office a few
days ago. You would be doing a tremendous public service
to publish this in your column, Abby.
P L. SCARSELLA, SEATTLE

sister-in-law, Mrs. Ottie Pogue
Ma home of Zellmar On In '. -Of 1114661Wille, CariL
'
-.Zild 11U
Puryear was the scene of a friend, Mrs. Dorothy Reese of
happy event Sunday when Mr. Calvin, Olda. They will. leave
Orr's family met to help him Sunday for the Bates trailer on
celebrate his 84th birthday April Barkley Lake. After spending a
23.
few days fishing, they will go to
All enjoyed the basket dinner Nashville, Tenn., where Mrs.
spread after gifts and cards Reese will visit her son, Afford
were opened by Mr. Orr.
Mrs.`Pogue‘vill visit
The twenty five attending Reese,and
niece,
Mrs.
W.F. Bates.
her
included his four children, Mrs.
LaBree Miller and husband
Mrs. Ned Galloway of Dexter
Hoyt, Ewell On and wife Velma
Love, Joe Neal,Orr and wife has been dismissed from
Betty and Lynn Orr. Lind wife -Lourdes HoslaitaL Paddcall.
Myrna. Others -were- his ninegrandchildren and three great
grandchildren,
Mrs. Joanna
husband
Hafford
Adams and
and sons Scottimd Andy, Mrs.
Jackie Gamlin and husband
Gary, Mrs. Lynnet McElroy,
husband Jerry and daughter
Lisa, Randy Off and Miss Janet
McWherter, Mickie, Janet, Teri
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Magness,
and Tamrny On and Mark 313 Boone Street, Mayfield,
Miller.
formerly of Farmer Avenue,
Murray, are observing their
fiftieth wetting anniversary
today, MilF
. 6. No formal
celebration is planned.

Mr Mrs
Mrs. Magness
Observing Golden
Wedding Day •

Miss Debbie Lampkin,speech
student at -Murray State presented a
University,
meeting _
special program at the
of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, April 20, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
club house.
The student, introduced by
her speech teacher, Mrs.
Richard Zanetta, gave two
delightful readings. One was on
the feelings of a preschooler
about her older brother and her parents-,-and-the Dille! was-To-The Children," written by
Erma Bonbeck.
LaFollette,
Mrs.
A.C.
chairman, presided at the
meeting. The devotiowas.
given by Mrs. Walter Wilion.
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, _secretary.
called the roll and read the
minutes followed by the
treasurer's report by Mrs.
Albert Crider.
Officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. A.C.
LaFollette, chairman; Mrs.

DEAR MR. SCARSELLA: Approximately a year ago I
published a similar item, but it's worth repeating:
DON'T DO IT, SON
"So you were stopped for a traffic violation and were
discovered in possession of pot. And you were convicted of
possession-a felony-and received a suspended sentence.
Do you think that -Is the end -of it, son?
"NOT QUITE! You alas lost your right to vote, to own a
gun or to run for public office. You lost the opportunity of
The mother of the groom,
EVER becoming a doctor, dentist, certified public accountMrs. Wes Jones, wore a twoant, engineer, lawyer, architect, reaitor, osteopath, pharpiece double knit dress of navy
macist, schoolteacher, barber, orxstockbroker. -You-caul-The couple was married on --€r
by barbara Weber
a Mrs. D •DuTivgibcte
and whitewith red accessories.
. maAn; -414efallcha
€ir
EVER hold a job where you must be licensed'or bonded
fashion
Her corsage -was -of red -can
and
lit%
Or
and you can NEVER work for the city, the county, or the
Miss Debra Sue Doty
Gregory rffiic-Y
irngifiev'
Theirat- Cr
Mrs.-A
Br
ibeit
yan
eriider
etdurY
er! -Mrs:
sp.,sec
treas
nations.
holiday magic, inc. 4SP -44"--"
federal government. You can't be admitted to West Point,
tendants were Mrs. Flossie Tolley, chairman of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
E.
Doty,
4014
Havensport
Rd.,
Carroll,
Academy;
but
you
CAN
Force
enlist
the
Air
Annapolis, or
•
Games were played after
Swift Cochran and Brent nominating committee, read
Ohio,announce the engagetnent of their daughter, Debra Sue, to
In -the military service ... and be assigned to a labor
Beauty In Motion
which Mr. and Mrs. Jones
Butterworth.
slimthe
slate of new officers who
SP!Charles Paul Arnett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett,
battalion.
Counting
calories
is
not
opened their many lovely and
enough to help us stay
Hickory.
mileage
e are serving for their second
lot
of
er
guys
with
a
th
from
some
'Son,
take
it
useful gifts for the guests to
and
We must also
year.
The bride-elect graduated from Carroll High _School, Carroll.
,rnakebeautiful.
Mrs;Mc
CaIl n,daughter of
behind them: To you-with a lot of mileage still ahead of
Magnesso
and keep ourselves Mary
yiew. The gifts had been placed
jere table for
.-iniffa.---McCallon,..and.Naipes
Is3woxth.JAL
—
D0-12'=":.
.
DONT
-late
011
.01--A9
040400.
OAlpiiersitY4macastw-Brattch-ruitija----soo-41,-JUSL
'ton Triablecerium&withryellovr
feel healthier, but we'll look ' Nora Lawrence McCallon. Mr. membership to be voted on at
presently employed at National Electric Coil in Columbus, Ohio.
cloth.
shapelier and move more
Her fiance graduated from Webster County High School in
DEAR ABBY: I recently divorced my husband of many
Magness, a retired employee of the May meeting.
gracefully.
Dixon.
He
Littergledirtedliarderoan.College
in
punch
Tennessee
and
is
--years-after-he-wes-arrested-fer-moiesting-oer-yeeng-adont--•
trivibiorr-at-trte—Mff74'14:°11€4te
RefreslimenN of r-oke.
Yes. exercise can make you
presently stationed at Fort -Story, Virginia.
and open-faced sandwiches
ed daughter on several occasions. He has done other things
Tappan Company, is the son of meeting. of the Kntucky
gra,-eful! For improved conA July 15 wedding is being planned by the couple.
were served from a beautifully
over the years, but this was the last straw.
trol of your body while walkthe late Edward C. Magness Federation of Women's Clubs
climbing
or
down,
sitting
ing,
He
is
now
planning
to
marry
a
young
woman
who
has
appointed table overlaid with a
and Martha Bradley Magness. held in. Lexington and andescending stairs,- try this
nounced that the club won an
three young daughters. Should I tell her why I divorced
yellow cloth with a full overskirt
around
the
walk
exercise:
They have one son; Charles R. environmental citation for the
him so she will be forwarned? Or should I mind my own
of white fleeting. A lovely
room with •your knees parMagness,a graduate of Murray Hometown Clean up project
tially bent businessrl hate to have him ruin another little girl's life.
centerniete of yellow jonquils
School and Murray held in October. Two awards
Training
torso
upright
Please answer in your column. Perhaps others would
was used to add to
the
- gradually
State University, who is now were also received from the
situation
like
do
in
a
this.
know
what
to
Saturday, May 6
also
decoration of the serving table
unbendMessrs and Mesdames Darrell
manger of the Shell Oil Company on the
assistant to the
ing your
FIRST WIFE
Annual ''Derby Day Dance" Dowdy,Jim White,James Neal,
along with yellow candles. The
Production project sponsored by the Home
Purchase
Jackson
knees
as
you
centerpiece was also one of the 'at the Murray-Calloway County and Delmer Brewer.
walk until
DEAR FIRST: Do unto others as you would have them
Credit Association at Mayfield. Department.
Country
Club.
"Winner's
gifts presented to the couple.
you are in a
do unto you. [If you were she, wouldn't you appreciate the
Their son is married to the
Murray High Student Council
Decli
Circle" social hour from 8 to 9
normal walknvarning?i
June Bienett, daughter
former
will
have
car
wash
at
J
and
S
Delicious refreshments were
Approximately thirty-five p.m. Dancing from 9 p.m. to 1
ing posture.
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Barnett of served by the hostesses, Ms.
Reverse the
persons were present with a.m. Music by "The Family Car Wash from ten a.m. to four
steady company
keeping
process,
been
and
Murray, and they have,,three E.W. Riley, Mrs. D Dwight
have
ABBY:
I
do
the
DEAR
whole
p.m.
For
pick
up
and
delivery
several others sending gifts.
Portriat." Tickets $10.00 per
exercise several times each
children,.Leslie, David, and
with a very fine woman about my age for the past year. I
Crisp, Mrs. Arvis Hendrix, and
day.
coupli. Dance open only to club calf 753-3171
Elizabeth.
have taken her out for dinners, to the concert, theater, etc
Mrs. Vernon Roberts.
members and guests residing
Graceful
carriage
goes
hand
Sunday, May 7
I really enjoy her company.
in
hand
with
good
balance.
outside of Calloway County.
The MSU Wind Sinfonietta
I recently turned 65, and was retired from my job,
To improve your balance try
• thist- atanid'in Cirrfect"p6stttr& "
- -'kptrctvatemattittiettetd--atlet will im413eR4 eeneer44n4he-o4d - thereby -reducing -111y Income- constderabir Since. en, lady
with your body weight evenly
friend -has no money worries, she has been picking up the
South 9th Street for the benefit Recital Hall of the Price DoYle
divided between both feet.
tab for both of us so that we may continue our social
of the Primary _special Fine Arts Building at three p.m.
Without shifting your weight
FURGERSON BOY
outings. She's very discreet about it. She turns over suffilift the left foot until the inEducation Classes of the The concert is open to the public
Mr. and Mrs. GraVes
heir.hera
en
that
I
can_
"Day
for
of itcankje, touches the
charge
and_
there
is
no.
letunia,AmigoliLinap...11ragnn - Geranium
•
clout
af the right knee, and
Furgerson of Panorama Shores,
public.
everything
in
hold this position as long as
A Gospel Singing will be held - Open house will be held in
Murray, are the parents of a
She never makes me feel beholden to her, but I still
YOU can. Repeat the exercise
baby boy, Arthur Keith, at the Grace Baptist Church, honor of James B. Curd's 90th
with your right foot. Make
lady.
a
money
from
can't get used to accepting
your ultimate goal be to
weighing seven pounds six South 9th Street, at 7:30 p.m. birthday at his home at 912
Do you approve of this setup,- Abby? If so, how can I
"hold" in dress shoes with
North 16th Street from two to
ounces, born on Friday, April featuring Gospel Aires, The
get over feeling slightly embarrassed?
your eyes closed for a count
28, at the Murray-Calloway Wanderers, and Scott Quartet. four p.m.
OLD FASHIONED
of 1ST
County Hospital.
The National Farmers
Monday, May 8
DEAR OLD: I see nothing wrong with it, as long as the
Open 9-6 Every Day
While You're acquiring that
will host a fish
Organization
doesn't attempt to obligate you in any way. Your
Their other children are
lady
healthy glow-another wonThe .New Concord Parents
members
and
supper
for
its
derfut thing exercise gives
embarrassment will fade once you're convinced that she'
Ronald, age ten, Danny, age
Club will meet at seven p.m. at
you-take special care of your
onjoys-your-oompanionship as much as you enjoy hers,
eight-and Teresa, age seven: wives at the, Gallimore the sthool. Note
Wiiiar
-iir use rruaeup The
changea date.
p.m.
Restaurant,
Hazel,
at
7:30
The father is employed by
•irlds zest to your look.
Bonk Cards Welcome
Cleanse your face twice each
Herman Lovins.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELING LOUSY IN MILWAUThe Olga Hampton Baptist
day, and at least once a week
Steak Night for couples will Women of the Sinking,Spring
KEE:" Yes, confession might help. But after all these
mask
for
fruit-scented
try a
5 ML North of Benton
Highway 68 & 641
Grandparents are Mr. and be held at the Oaks Country
years, tell it to a priest. What your husband doesn't knew
super-cleansing: and condiMrs. Lynn Furgerson and Mr. Club at 6:30 p.m. Reservations Church will meet at the church
tioning.
can't hurt him.
and Mrs. Truman Anderson, all should be made by Friday. In at 7:30 p.m. instead of the date
announced.
previously
of New Concord.
charge of arrangements are
The Board of Directors of the
The Almo PTA will meet at Quota Club will meet at the
the school at two p.m. with Southside Restaurant at 5:30
Tommy Rushing as the guest p.m.
speaker.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
1 205 Chestnut Street
May 8 9 10
The Suburban Homemakers meet at the club house at 7:30
Club will meet at the home of p.m. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 p.m. Mesdames
Toon,
Bobby
190.•
Tommy Alexander, Bill..for your Drug, Prescription
.The Bethanu Sunday School Thurmarif Chad Stewart, G.T.
and Sundry Needs
Class of the First Baptist Lilly, and James Frank.
Church will meet at the home of
Open 12:00 a.m..till 6:00 p.m.
Mrs. Edgar Morris at seven
The Theta Department of the
p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a family patio supper at
the club house at 6:30 p.m. Each
Beautifully Cleaned and Pressed
LET US ADO SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR LOU
member is to bring a meat dish
and another dish. hostesses are
Mesdames James C. Martin,
William Taylor. Rudolph
Howard, and Dr. Evelyn
Bradley.

did

131RTHS4

BEDDING PLANTS
Tomato - Pepper - Cabbage
DOGWOOD TREES
ORNAMENTAL TREES

(Rion

;at Nit
,

'Ends

ruEs.
*
ECEI"
Nowt**,ik

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY-

SCOTT DRUG

Drycleaning SPECIAL

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

18 Only

irt
sk

Plain

DRESSES

BIG

8" x 10"
PORTRAIT
NT

REGAL
COLOR!
ENT!
HOW!

975i

HELL...
10LENT

-71NIN1

111111UOR ACIVANCIJIENT
IN COLOR PNOTOGRAPSIT
s DOuble
now insSais
Superior pally Amer ins
law cost!

— 3 DAYS ONLY!—
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY, MAY 8-10
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Doily

Tuesday, May 9
Style show for three classes of
Home Economics I at Murray
High School will be held at
seven p.m. at the high school
building, Doran Road.

Plus
SOg
Film
Charge

NATURAL FULL
COLOR PORTRAITS
Not the .old imitation
Gum Use
tinted pages
pertre its in
I' w 1
beset Out lisnog espial

AMAZING WES
RABIES, CHILDREN
IS LI 1111TID!
Al ten low price. we aln AND ADULTS'
oats allow cute Porte it Group portraits at fit
owe
per subject.
per subject
family. Add Morel mew
saws fern ily
of
ben
$1.17. SIN I ill, cavils
cm eIl sittiap.
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The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

Per

Groups of the Baptist-Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: I with Mrs.
James Smith at 9:30 a.m., II
with Mrs. I. H. Key at ten a.m.,
and III with Mrs. Luther Downs
at two p.m.
The Quota Club will meet at
the Trianlge Restaurant at 12
noon.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.M
The ,Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jewell McCallon at 12:30
p.m

td,

NO LIMIT

SPORT COATS

29

0 each

SHIRTS
beautifully laundyiced

5
for

limit

99

Price good 011 week'

111

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

,

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9084

FREE STORM!
Free Insurance' Free Mothproofing!
Pay Only Regular Clectniny Price'
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Turkey Hunting In The Lakes Area
By Jerry Allen
"VII be ready at 3:30 a.m.," I
said to Lynn Bridwell.
"Good" he replied, The
weather outlook is real good for,
tomorrow maybe we can
score."
This phone conservation was
the last of many we have had in
the past few weeks. We were
after the wariest game bird of
them all and we knew that the
area had to be scouted
--throughty before- each bunt for
----- wild -turkey-.
-.Land Between The Lakes had
already been christened with
three days of turkey season of
which Lynn and I had hunted
two and we had heard gobblers
each day, but couldn't get close
enough to position ourselves for
a- shot.
I've hunted turkey in L.B.L.
most all of My life and have
seen lots of changes over the
years. One of these changes is in
the successful hunting tactics.
When I was a boy, there
-44,86144-Filikh-eompetition se I
could go outand call it turkey
justabobfiO'percenf---oftime, if I kept patience and a
cool, head. But times have
definitely changed; the cornpetitiOn is keen and the pressure
is tough. Lynn and I were going
to try some new tactics for these

him. We were to use my new
turkey tactics on this old tom. I
had run about 200 yards.when I
heard him again. Then I sat
down a few minutes to catch my
breath.
"I bet he'll answer a call" I
though to myself. So I lifted the
box and scrapped off three of
the prettiest seductive yelps
that -ole Mr. Tom had ever
heard.
He came back with a rattling
gobble.
Then "BOOM- the shot rang
out.
''That can't be Lynn," I
thought to myself. "He hasn't
had time to come around on the
other side."
Disgusted, I headed for the
car. As I walked up to the car;
Lynn was holding his cup of
coffee and sipping contentedly.
-Well, looks like we were
beat to the punch," I said.
"Look there" he said, pointing to the, front of the land
rover.
There la)--the prettiest-tom
gobbler you've ever seen. Now I
cb-ar
ToMig, he
couldn't hide it now. Lynn
looked like he felt 10 feet tall.
He was as proud as any turkey
hunter I've ever seen..

zero on that turkey. We had to
get on the same ridge with him
fast and on each side of him.
That way if one of us spooked
the turkey, more than likely
he'd run flat over the other and
he'd get a shot.
It wasn't long before we had
beat a path to the same ridge
and positioned ourselves for a
shot. Mike was to move down
the holler and in -front of the
turkey and I was to get on the
ridge above him -acrid call. As- I
moved to the top of the ridge,
two fallow deer spooked and ran
down the hollow.
I thought this was enough
noise for it to be all over with,
but within ten minutes he
gobbled again, but farther down
the ridge toward Mike.
Then I heard a shot. I just
knew that Mike had scored as I
walked down the ridge toward
him. But I soon found out the
turkey had seen him and Mike
had
_him_ on the. wing.
Well, we thought it was all over
with;so we-headed-for the ear
Upon arriving at the car we
decided to drive around to
another spot and listen for a
gobble.
Luckily we heard one just as
we stopped the car.
"He's about a mile over on
that rage compVx;" I said.
"Let's get going," replied

And he had reason to be
_proud We'4 both worked
-We'd already planned tat if a mighty hard in the past week
turkey was heard we'd split up locating, scheming, and
.I

turkey on the same ridge with
him and then I'd call. If he answered and came, I'd take the
trophey and if I scared the
turkey, Lynn could get a shot at
him as he retreated in, the opposite direction.
We had already planned to
hunt an area the entire seam
when we were lucky enough to
locate four gobblers in a very
small area that were really
yelling their heads off every
morning. So we changed our
plans in a hurry. We just knew
we'd get a shot at a turkey. But
the first three days were rainy
and even though we saw a
gohbisr we still disInVi4v0hAt
feeling Of-Confiaence until Ole
first day of the second week of
season.
Lynn pulled into the driveway
$ $• 0
--111nts Ihriardver and-T
itIto the cab. "We're gonna get
him this morning,- I said.
"You-know I've got thatsame
feeling," said Lynn. "It's gonna
really be a nice morning."
As we pulled into the south
check station, I could hear
hunters talking excitedly about
experiences they'd had over the
••

•

the wary old -gobbler. We soon
were checked in and on our way
to our spot.
As,I stepped from the land
rover on the highest hill within
Miles, I could hear the lonesome
call of a whip-or-will as he gave
his longing call for his long lost
mate. Then other birds began to
chime in as the sun peeped
silently over the hill to greet us.
"Let's got on down the
holler," I said so we climbed
back intcrthe cab and drove to
an open field where we had seen
turkey earlier. Just as we
opened thfl deor, the gobbler cut
loose with a boggle so loud and
so close it almost made the cab
rattle.
-Let's get over there fast,- I
said.
Lynn put me out al one end of
the ridge and headed up toward
the other end asI had instructed

I

I

11

outwit Mr. Gobbler, and Lynn
had scored as a direct result.
-Let's find another and get
him," I said, so we headed to
some other places we'd heard
gobbles, but we weren't able to.
heat another lound all morning
that resembled a wild turkey.
So we headed to the check
station where we found that the
turkey weighed 1814 pounds
and had a 9 inch beard.
After everyone had admired
Lynn's turkey we headed home
with thoughts of returning to
find another turkey tomorrow
for .me. But Lynn wouldn't be
able to go again since only one
turkey per year is legal_ in
Kentucky.
I decided to let another buddy
of mine in on my turkey tactics,
Mike -Srnith, a student and
4 ••
•• "1 jfl
ie
at M.S.U. Mike was eager to go
when I asked him, so we
decided that he'd pick me up at
3:30 next morning so we'd have
time to plan the hunt.
As Mike pulled into the
driveway I could tell he was.
impatient and ready to go after
in,"linty sty-k~. After a
good_lnorpinge-, we he.ded
to L.B.L. where we checked in
and headed to our supposedly
secret spot.
Our tactics were same as I
had been using during the
previous hunt. We would
position ourselves on the
highest ridge in the area and
wait in the car for a gobble; if
none was heard we could easily
move on to another spot without
loss of time. These days one can
listen from the road and hear a
turkey if he's within a mile or
less, and this is just what we
did. We waited as we listened to
the whip-or-will give his last
few calls of the night, and then
we heard it.
He cut loose with a bloodcurling
"gobbobbobble,"
"gobbobble".
We both looked at each other.
We knew what we must do, and
do it fast before anyone got a

HUTSON `,".",'N'c'

run.
Upon reaching the ridge
where the turkey was located
and then taking a minute to
catch our breath, the turkey
gobbled.
"He's just about 150 yards
down there" I said. "Go get on
the other side of him and we'll
probably get a shot."
I . sat down under a big oak
against a log as Mike eased
down the hollow so as to position
himself for a kill. That turkey
was gobbling every minute or so
and I knew he was alone
because he was running the
ridge back and forth. He did this
for shout 4b-ntiattbes.
-- Thee I heard a so called
turkey
hunter cut loose with
the worst series of yelps in the
1

CI

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With water and-weight* arida=
tions continuing 4o improve,
fishing in Kentucky's major
"fair to
lakes generally
good," the state Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources reports.
The lake by lake rundown:
Cumberland—White
bass
good on do-jigs in Yarnacraw
area and at night on minnows
in large tributaries; black bass
fair to good on surface lures
arid jigging minnows; below
- -About -4100 -p.m. Lynn--Reid--- elan,. trout fair on worms and
well gave me a call and asked if cheese; tributaries clear, lake
he could go over to listen for one murky, falling and 66 degrees.
to fly to the roost with Mike and
Barkley—Crappie good on
me. We told him to come on minnows at 2-5 feet; below
over and we'd get going. We dam, white bass and crappie
split up and listened at different fair on do-jigs and spoons;
places after we arrived. Lynn clear, falling 5 feet in ,timber
and Mike heard one gobbler as and 64 degrees.
he went to roost and we pinBarren—Black bass good, espointed him for the next pecially in upper section, on
.morning. We figured we'd be medium deep runners; crappie
waiting for him when he came fair on minnows; white bass
off the roost.
good in headqaters on spinners;
"Well wouldn't you know,- I clear, falling and 65 degrees.
thought as I looked outside next
Herrington—Rlack_ bass _ fair
morning. -It's raining," I would on medium deep runners;
have-stayed-at home-hadI-not- +-crappie en-minnows
had a turuey located on the tones; Dix River, white bass
roost. But I thought I had a good slow; milky to murky, falling
chance so I headed for L.B.L. and 68 degrees.
without Mike. He had decided to
Dale Hollow—White bass fair
sleep in that morning.
on minnows at night at 30 feet;
After checking in and driving crappie fair on rninnows at 6
to my spot I eased down the feet; clear, falling, and 65 de- --•
-Purge
upoieltigtoward where I thought the
Kentucky — Crappie fair to
good on _minnow"_a_t_ 10 feet
Then I saw them: three catfish on nightcrawlers in
turkeys, but in the dim light I large tributaries; below dam,
couldn't distinguish the hens crappie and white bass on dofrom the gobbler. So I waited
jigs. clear,.falling 5 feet above
fore mote light. Then for a big timber and 65 degrees.
surprise, a man ran up under
Nolin—Back bass on surface
the roost and blasted away lures; bluegill fair to good on
twice at the -turkey; not a worms; clear to murky,falling,
feather fell.
14 feet above summer pool and
Well I was so disgusted that I 64 degrees.
just decided to call it quits,
Green—Black bass' fair on
especially since it looked as if surface lures; crappie on minthe rain had set in for the day. nows; murky to muddy, 10 feet
So I loaded my wet carcass in above summer pool and 6$ dethe car and looked in the grees.
. direction the turkey gobbler had
Grayson—Black bass fair to
flown.
!,
good on medium deep runners
"There's always next year ole and jigging nightcrawlers;
Mr. Tom Turke_y" I thought to crappie on minnows; murky to
muddy,stable and'a'degree's:
myself, then cranked up and
Fishtrap—Channel
catfish
turned my wheels toward
-Murray .witb -memories -of good in backwaters on ruthait;
bluegill on worms; murky,
another years' hunt in the Land
3tabi,---and Oa degreea.
7••• ween
e Fl
Ftough River—Black bass on
We- searched the area completely for about 45 minutes and
finally gave up on finding our
downed bird.
"Mike,!tell you what," I said
"I'll bend over if you'll kick my
pants."
Boy did he lay it-on me, but I
deserved it for not shooting that
turkey again, immediately.
"Well with only one more day
left we'd better be able to roost
one tonight," I told Mike.

knew after that noise he was
headed for me. There was a fence about 40 yards in front of
me so I knew I'd have to shot
him on the other side before he
moved off with the contour of
the fence line.
I sat impatiently as my heart
began _to throb.. I thought to
myself `:That turkey is
coming." Then I saw him
moving slowly and gobbling 1-about every ten steps.
I held off until the turkey met
the fence and then began to turn
down hill to go away. It would
be a long shot for a turkey at
fifty yards, but I decided to try
it, because he'd probably not be
back this way.
So I raised my gun and
leveled off with his head and
squeezed the trigger. At the
roar of the gun the turkey hit the
ground.
"Ah, meat on the table," I
thought.
But as I staggered to my-feet
the turkey was up again and
flying off. Stunned, I threw
another shot at him as he glided
half full of lead over Mike. Mike
added another load of No. 2's to
the pot and the- feathers fogged,
but the old gobbler kept going.

•.•
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Tour Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue

You Tear 'Em Up and We'll Fix 'Ern!
Cheaper Than Anybody Else!
Phone 753-9064

Jigging, a favorite tecligique
for ice fishermen, consists of
airiking artificial lures through.
a hole in the ic,e, then workins
therm with -a -Arms z.r
down motion.
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oating Increase Calls
increase-hr

FIR

"Bet Your Life" is a game
played by 80 per cent of the
recreational boating public.
Last year, 45 million boaters
spent $3.6 billion buying and
outfitt4eg .,„„million pleasure
•irE

\

Rt. 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone i5021 753-8073

Is Now Open!
••••••

All Makes of Guns

AUTHORIZED DEALER

rort.As

Sit•

"WEST KENTUCKY'S •
TX ANSPORTATION CENTER"
rooms 7H-1272

Bulk Distributor
4109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

4
4
11116" CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPOIUMIE

TAYLOR
MOTORS

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

Sportsman's
—4-Your
Ev inrude
Dealer

Sales & Service
Located at Sportsman Marina
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek

Dealer in Cherokee and fAonark Boats
— We-Also Have Pontoons
Phone

6568

LASSITER TOP
SHOP

A more advanced "Skipper's
Course" isnow being developed
by the Coast Guard. This
booklet of safety tips will be
available early in the boating
season.
Anyone who operates a boat
without some knowledge of the
rules of the road ,federal Safety
Requirementsr-proper handling
techniques or safety habits is
playing a dangerous game and
he's betting his life as well as
the lives of those around him_ on
the outcome. If you've had some
training, get a friend enrolled in
a - boating safety course: don't
let him bet your life.

Cypress Bay
Resort

STANDARD

SPECIALIZING IN BASS

Our New Gun Department

Boating But Were Ashamed
To Ask."
This new booklet is a selfinstructional course for boaters
and covers capsizings, sinkings
and .falls overboard (the
.greatest.cause of hoaring accident fatalities) and fires and
explosions (the greatest cause
of property loss). However, this
booklet does not substitute for a
regular formal boating safety
course: it is
only an introduction to the major
problems faced by the boater.

With more dollars to spend,
and more leisure hours to spend
it in
the forecast for
recreational
boating
is
"growth". The boating industry
expects a seven per cent increase in boating expenditures
by 1975. The problem with such
expansion is safety.
Today, only 20 per cent of
boaters have had any formal
boating education or training.
And, that percentage is
descreasing. Although the Coast
Guard Auxiliary, U.S. Power
Squadrons, Red Cross and
several states offer free boating
courses to the public, most
boaters. have not received the
word or are unable or unwilling
to enroll. For those who reside
too distant from -any of these
organizations' programs, the
Coast Guard has developed a
short, interesting booklet entitled "Almost Everything You
Ever Waked To Know About

71

(Inc Mile North Of Murray On The Benton
Hwy.

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day

JERRY ALLEN, wildlife editor for the Ledger & Times, was recognized as the Outstanding
Member of the MSU Wildlife Society during Murray State University's annual Honors Day program
Sunday. A native of the Land Between the Lakes area, Allen recently made a nesting box study of the
wood duck and a wild duck population study for the Tennessee Valley Authority in the LBL. Majoring
In biology and industrial arts, he lives at 17 Orchard ligts. Making the presentation is Dr. Hunter
Hancock, chairman of the biology department at MSC.

Lynn Bridweli proudly displays his RN -pound wild turkey gobbler that he took in the Land Between lite Lakes.'
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

MOGO OIL

The flying squirrel Is the only
nocturnal member of the family; it is also the champion
glider.

••464-

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

Whaling in Japan is an 130
million a year business divided
among three of the world's largest fishing concerns.

21.

'Zq44

753-1933

medium deep runners; crappie
on minnows and Magill-ea
worms, below dam, crappie
and white bass fair on do-jigs;
clear Co murky, falling, 16 feet
into timber and 64 degrees.
Dewey-Crappie and bluegill
fair on minnows and worms;
clear to murky, stable and 61
degrees.
Buckhorn —Crappie good on
minnows; bluegill fair on
worms; clear to murky, stable
and 61 degrees.

•

WARD-ELKINS

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
li
fe
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

Fishing Report 'Fair To Good'

Jack Jones-owner
Phone 901-247-3315

us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!

Visit

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

Modern
Cottages

Pontooii tsoats
House Boat Rentals

Mack & Mack
Sports Aroma

We specialize in Custom Vinyl Roofs
for any make of car.
Phone 753-4183
Located at 810 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn.,

Mercury Outboard
Sales di Service

Aurora, Kentucky
Phone 474-2344
BAITS and TACKLE

Early Breakfast Served In Our Modern
Snack Bar
The Real Blue Eyed Shinner Minnow
Trained For The Hook
Guaranteed to.Catch etti or Die Trying •

3 Doz. for '1.00

May 7- 14
CREAUIVE CONSERVAI ION
nlarges Man'. Vistas

By now

we [laic had enough of looking backward with guilt on the

en% ironmental sins of our past. We are paving the penalties for what we have
done and will continue to pay for .1 It mg time to come. Our commitment
hereafter is to a saner course. But as we look to the future we should have
more with us than remorse and a stern resolve to end fouling
the dimensions of en‘ironmental quality are larger. And it we are to look
ahead with any hope to a higher quality iu our lives, as contrasted with
material gains, we need to expand both our vision and perspective. .1 he basic
WI rk ethic is being re-examined. .1 he rise in leisure time is providing new
(ipportunities tor meditatiim and re-creation. It is also expanding attention
to tra‘el, sports„ind a variety of cultural pursuits. .1 here is a new
appreciation of architecture in its several forms and beautification "everywhere is more highly regarded. Indeed. nutters of quality in living, once
reserved for the most affluent, are now engaging the interest of
us er-increasing numbers.

Insofar as our surroundings are concerned, it is tilear that the opportunities for creative consenation are virtually unlimited, as is the scale I m which
they mav be reahicd.
Around the home and in the neighborhood; thniughout a county,
conservation district, or watershed: in multi-county areas and river basins;
the lobs of environmental improvement and resource protection are waiting
to be done Some call for action by go% ernment, but ma iw more do not.
Perhaps the crucial questions are What kind of an environment do you
W ant and How much arc you willing to do to get it 7.
Another is What should be done first?
steward's mind stretches to the future, imagination becomes the
As
ru iiimei of his guals. Desire becomes the seed bed of his decision and
ft

tstanding
program
idy of the
Majoring
r. Hunter

commitment
1 he environment starts in your own yard and neighborhood. With your

neighbors. and even alone. you can accomplish a great deal. Most important.
xou make a start.

CREATIVE CONSERVAdiON
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We're going to improve our environment. There's no doubt about it. Most
Americans wani. it done. - Laws have been -passed, agencies and- programs
established, and money appropriated to help pay the bills. The action has

SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
May 7-14, 1972
Soil Stewardship Week, a nationwide observance which
places emphasis on man's obligation to God as stewards of
the soil, water, and other related resources, will be
celebrated locally, May 7-14, according to Lowell Palmer,
Chairman, Calloway County Soil Conservation District.
"Creative Conservation", the theme of this year's observance, underscores the responsibility which each citizen
has in dealing forthrightbr.sith curront issues involving
stewardship of renewable natural resources. The Calloway
County Soil Conservation District and some 3000 companion
Districts throughout the nation, along with their State and
National Associations are sponsoring the event for the 18th
consecutive year.
One of the local events designed to encourage widespread
recognition of Soil Stewardship Week is a radio devotional
each day during Soil Stewardship Week at 6:15 a.m. on
WNBS. The following ministers will speak:
Monday—Terry Sills—Sinking Springs Baptist Church
Tuesday—A.H. McCloud—South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church.
Wednesday—Paul Thornhill—Murray Church of the
Nazarene
Thursday—Presley Scott—Green Plain Church of Christ
—Friday—Martin Mattingly—St. Lee Catholic,ChurehThe Calloway County Soil Conservation District has
distributed to churches of all faiths, booklets, created particularly for this years observance.
Supervisors of the Calloway County Soil Conservation
District are Lowell Palmer, Harvey Ellis, Marvin Hill,
Clifford White, and O.A. Bogacd.

CREATIVE CONSERVATION

•

Embraces God's World
'I want this to be a whole world. a peaceful world, and one that has a place
in it for me and my family " A young father was talkmg, and undoubtedly
be was giving voice to the doeply--telt dente of r000rk.s litho- parents_ in
ditterent terms, he was praying to share in God's world.
-lbere was reason for the father's prayer. In many ways, we've torn
ourselves apart in this centbry and defiled the World around us. We are,,
scarred_ by war, slums. and pollution There is a growing fear of government
.ensorship and ,surveillance Problems of poverty and race persist. in WO
many places, division and distrust-gnaw at the unity and whokheis that are
the base of our security
Despite-these/Wrenching problems, however, we are not abdicating to the
t,rces of disruption And despair. Counter forces are at work on many fronts,
..,,mbatting avarice and ignorance, and moving positively to foster health and
edu.:-ation. employment and income The sources of pollution are being
,dentit led and steadily markethfor attack
In this setting, Creative conservation has much to contribute. It is a wholly
.onstructive endeavor Protecting natural resources against waste and
damage, as in the areas of erosion And flood control, represents a healing
tiro,es, Improsing the environment is th additions and refinements, such as
irrigation sit arid lands and the scientitia nun:T. nt of fields and kkests, is
eyparision of resource usetulness as NCI: as ivality
Morcover..ticative.Onscrvation .0 we know _st today undertakes to serve
the unparallekd web ot life created by our Maker. It recognizes the vitality
man and his drive lot survival It sees the role of corn and fish as well as
buds and cattle. It nurtures wildlite along with fruit and the rose. It weighs
the many uses of the land, the strca,:. and more.
there is no attempt Ir. All this to (ring about the conquest ot nature or tine
cndince of Man..11 1 inTdead schat triblift tic—A.teirelrtartlurhingruivy-.
ot man and nature that .an take us, one step closer to the threshhold of the
.
wholeness of life
. we recognize as God's world.
.

begun.
The big, general goals are improvement in the quality of our surroundings
arid-most—o-T-ten
. Nfore
and improvement in the--q-uality OffiAn-g—
mentioned as an environmehtal target, we want to halt pollution. We want
clean air, clean water, and clean land. We want to stop further fouling of
these Vital resources, whether by chemicals or heat, by sewage or erosion, or
by other means. The damage has become offensive and the dahger
intolerable.
We also propose to do something about our deplorable rural and urban
slums, about the escalating problem-of solid waste disposal, and about litter:
junk, and the blight of garish signs and billboards.
Another part of the environmental drive centers on preservation. Unique
areas and treasures of many kinds are threatened by. our headlong expansion,
requiring special efforts to save them. Only positive action by government, it
seems, can protect us against the loss or ruin of many increasingly vulnerable
assets, including historic buildings, roads, and trails; agricultural lands of
specialized production capability; "endangered • species or Wildlife and
waterfowl ,sanctuaries, sites and vistas of rare natural beauty, tracts.of
genuine wilderness, and Our limited filaments of Shoreline and beach.
Pollution control and preservation. In a sense these constitute the First
Force in the nation's new environmental thrust. They serve as the spearhead
because they are marked by,,an immediacy, and in many inktances 1:-.q• a high
visibility, that demand frontal attention.
In-Ea-gam The-tratiOrt's
Ti would -be: 'a serious mistake,
environmental movement, or its enVironmental needs, whollyjp terms of the
First Force. Buttressing the efforts for pollution control and preservation at
many points, and, operating across an equally wide front, is a Second Force.
Quite obviously, far niore is involved in improving the quality of the
environment and the quality of living than poilution control and the
preservation of jeopardized assets. In the cities, towns and suburbs, on the
farms, forests and ranches, along the streams and around the lakes, in the
watersheds and river basins, and in a hundred million yards and gardens,
there is other work to be done. It is the work of protecting natural resources
and using them wisely to enhance human life and decency. It is the-work of
expanding the fertility and fruitfulness of nature, developing resources to
higher levels of productivity and service, and adding to the civility and
beauty of our surroundings everywhere.
It is the work of stewardship in the service of God across the face of the
land.
It is the work we call Creative Conservation.
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PROCLAMATION by the JUDGE of
Calloway County, Kentucky
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:
WHEREAS, through the ages man has ,been conscious of
the need to give thanks to Almighty God for His bountiful
blessings; and
WHEREAS, in the spring, when the fields are becoming
green and there is promise of a good harvest, prayers and
processions to the fields are a reminder to feeble man to turn
with humility and confidence to the Giver of all good; and
WHEREAS, it is a custom of old to implore the mercy of
God during Rogation days to give to.the plants,of the field an
increase; and
WHEREAS, during this period the Soil and Water Conservation Districts of America are sponsoring SOIL
STEWARDSHIP WEEK in cooperation with the churches;
and
WHEREAS, the Governor of the Commonwealth of
period beginning with
Kentucky has proclaimed the
Rogation Sunday, May 7, 1972, and continuing through May
14, 1972, as Soil Stewardship Week.
NOW, THEREFORE, I Robert 0. Miller Judge of the
County of Calloway 'do call upon all citizens of Calloway
County to observe the period of May 7,—May 14 inclusive as
" SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
and request all persons and religious organizations to unite
in an effort during this period to offer supplications to God for 4.
the promise of a bountiful harvest and to ask for continued
blessings from our fertile fields; and further urge Soil
Conservation District Supervisors to increase their efforts in
offering wholehearted assistance to the churches in
reaching the greatest number of citizens in our County on.this
occasion
tio-ne at Mtfrray, Calloway Co. Keritucky lla"Thil9th day
of April in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
and seventy-two.
Robert Miller
Judge of Calloway County
•
CREATIVE CONSERVATION
Is an Exercise in Responsibility
W he, .1,i z he resptins4litics he in America's &Ise tor environmental
its I ha sarying roles 01 goYernment provide part or the a nswer
ill pollution aontrol anel preservation, the functioning of gosernmcnt is
dominant In arsailse sa,stiversation, goscrnment operates more nearly in a
supporting anal +en ice cap_acity
I he establidtment ,ot quality standards by government, coupled with the
goternment's capability to regulate and require compliance, are basic
inrethents tif the pollution control ettort In the final analysis, irsponsi•
1,111R rests with the gosernment
kte also rels hea6ls on pwrrnmental• action, because there Are kw
preservation of unique areas and irreplaceable
calu.s that art threatened by nususr, ruin, air extinction In most instances.
iiithing lass than sprcit lc and detailed action • by government with its
c1141,0,A4.1._ VOM as. Call accomfilisti the tet-asisks and Sa,
the area au cat:JIM: corners itiOil. however, Where we look fiTr
ens ironmental gains distinct trim pollution control and legil preservation,
we continua- to reserve to ourselves the primary responsibility for initiative
.uid a.tion Ibis decision is ventral. of .course,. tpidie functioning of *
denni.r.o. v It is also 11 recognition that three-fourths ot the land with its
11.U11.1.1111 11,21.11LCN III LIU SilinralrUllUS 4e1 states is private y-owne
mpi ëiI firI,ale pfoPerTL Old burtlaS.S. Stich 4'i.Of
P11% .11171- 111.111.10r
thc livens themselves .ould shoulder the task ot resource alcsieloPment And
ens IT nnicnt.iI improsernent,
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Your Individual Horoscope

REPAIA
MOBILE
ROAD (
TUCK V.
AIR COIN
VARIOI
WELCOI
9878.

Alm° I

FREE TRA
of widow lac
amily:-For
phone 753-57
_

,

SPRING P
Latex wall
gallon up. H
Store.

ROtte Boy-Applications

Are Now Being Accepted

LEDGER & TIMES

See . . . John Pasco, Circulation Mgr.

40 WORKERS to help construct
carnival rides, $1.75 an hour.
Report to Mr. Backer, Central
Shopping Plaza, Mayfield on
Monday, May 8 at 7:00 a.m. or
contact Jane Parker, State
Employment Service, Mayfield,
M6C
Kentucky 247-3858.
SECRETARY-BOOKKEEPER
for
f
local firm. Permanent
position. Write Box 32-K, Murray,
Kentucky giving qualifications
and experience.
M6C

- NIGHT COOK

-

MALE or FEMALE

1,)ST A- FOUND
LOST BEAGLE hound, 5 years
old, male. Wearing collar. Lost in
vicinity of 94 East and Van
Cleave Road. Phone 753MI1P
8081.

REALLY
??

YEP-- HE LEARNS
A NEW TRICK
EVERY DAY

I'LL BET
YOU
PONT
BELIEVE
ME

46116

OH,
SURE,
I DO

---HE :JUST LEARNED
ANOTHER NEW
TRICK
N

ag.

411'

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday
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KELLY'S T
Control, pha
13th Street.
delay lets bu
way.-

OUTSIDE I.
2 gallon
Hughes Pffif

ALLSTAT
Company. S
Murray Se,
nesdays or
7281.- -

WE STOCK
'floor covei
Hughes Pain

END YOUR
the life of
only $2.98. N
- at Crow-Cy
Visit us Sat
Opening,or

FREE EST
installation.

..--,
19
77

CH. 5
CH. 6
CH. 8
CH. 4
CH. 12
WSN1
WLAC
KFUS
WPSD
WDXR
WSIX
6:00 News
Mor.
7:00
Today
6:10 Bozo
6:00 Sunrise
11:00 Don-Young
6:00 RalphEinerv 7:00 Today
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:00 Dinah
8:00
Romper-Rm
630
Break.
Show 11:15 Headlines'
7:00 Today
7.55 Kitc.
Korn. 9:30 Concert?. •
900 Dinah
7:00 News
8:30 Movie
11:30 Answer
9:06 Dinah's
800 Kangaroo
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale Cen.
Mov. Game
10:00
800
Kangaroo
9:30Concentration 6:-"
11:45 Sewing
9:00 Tell-Truth
Sale-Cen.
10:00
10:30
10:30
Squares
Bewitched
9:00
Lucy
1155 Toni-Holt
10:00 Sale-of
9:30 T or C
Squares
10:30
11:00
Jeopardy
11:00
Password
9:10
My
3
Sons
Century
12:00 Gourmet
v
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:30
Who-Where
10:00
Fam,
Flipper
Affair
11:30
1"°
...., "
12:30 3-Match
leopard
'
10:30 Bewitched
10:30 Love of Life 11:55
WNW
News
11,•111
12:00 My Children 1030 Love-Life
1:00 Movie-Game
11:00 Password
11:00 Heart Is
12:00 Noon
12:00 Child Mr
11:00 Where Heart 1:30 Movie
12:30 Make-Deal
11:30 Split-Second
11 :30 Search
100 Our Lives
Too
11:25
News
1:00
Newlyweds
News
1.1:55
3-30 Fury
12:00 Singing Con.
s`
12:30 News
11,30 Search
,9105g 1:30 Doctors'
1:30 Dating
12,0 N001L.
25 News
4:00 Bozo
2:00 An. World
12,45 PastorSpeaks 2:00 Gen Hosp.
12,00 Farm
Pic- 5:00 Superman
1:00 Our Lives
12:30
World
Turns
Promise
230
12.05 News
1:00 Our Lives
2:30 One Life
1:30 Doctors
1:00 Love Is
12:30 World Turns 5:30 Movie
3:00 Bugs Bunny 1:30 Guiding
1 30 Doctors
3:00 Password
2:00 Another
Light
1:00 Love
Many 7:00 Place
Movie
3:15
7•
00
Another
World
3:30 Love Am.
World
2:00 Secret Storm
1:30 Guiding Light 7:30 Theatre-29
5:25 Weather
2
30
Peyton
PI
4.00
Jeannie
2:30 Bright
2:30 Secret Storm
2:00 Secret Storm 930 Creature 5:30 News
3 00 Somerset
S
Promise
4:30 Green Acres
2:30 Edge of Night
2.30 Edqe
Night Feature
6:00 News
L30 Calendar
5:00 News
3:00 Mayberry
300
Gomer
Pyle'
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 10:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
3 35 Popeye
3:30 Movie
630 Cirsus
3:30 Gilligan
10!30 Bedroom 3
.
30
Virginian
Laugh
7:00
in400
5:25 News
Gilligan
7:00 Special
4:00
Movie
Theatre
5 00 Hazel
8:00 Movie
4 30 Dan Boone
6:00 News
8'00 Movie
5:25
News
10
. 30 After
5:30 News
10:00 News
5 30 News
6.30 Bewitched
6,30 Wanted:
10:00 Chaparral
Midnight
600 News
10:30 Tonight-.
1,00 special
6:30 Gr..Acres
100 Gunsmoke
11:00 News 6:30-Dr.-Locke
7 - 00 Laugh in
8:00 Movie
8:00 Lucy
11 . 30 Dick-Cavett 7'00
Gunsmoke
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
8:30 Doris-Day
8 . 00 Lucy
IP
•
•
10 . 00 News
10:10 Cavett
9. 00 Special
8
30
Doris-Day
10,30 Tonight
10:00 News
9:00
Special
10,30 Mason ••••
lo,po limas
-I I : 30 Movie
_
..•
_10 l'O 4v‘evie.
,_
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WANTED DIESEL Mechanic.
EXPERIENCED Apply
Western Kentucky Stages
FOR SALE OR RENT
NEWLY REDECORATED brick truck driver. See or call Cecil Bus Line.
M8C
phone
Sycamore,
landscaped lot, Paschall, 415
TWO BEDROOM brick house, home beautifully
M9C EXPERIENCED
Formal living 753-3429.
DINNER or
ceramic bath, large kitchen and 1400 Johnson.
with
kitchen
den,
paneled
room,
Fry Cook. Must be neat, efNorth
family room. Located 804
bedrooms, WANTED BABY-SITTER to sit ficient, -dependable and able to
17th Street. Available June 1. dining area, two large
separate in my home during the day furnish good references. Steady
two
bath,
beautiful
Route
Darnell,
Jr.
Willie
Contact
utility Monday through Friday. Phone work. Prefer lady 30 to 45 years of
large
tables,
dressing
4, Martin, Tennessee, phone 901753-7822 or 7534131 Ext. 59. M9P age. Also need lady with some
closets,
in
Walk
garage.
M9C and
587-6693.
carpet throughout, built-in stove,
food experience to train in salad
disposal, refrigerator and paved
department. Good working
driveway. Phone 753-4445. M6C STOP DENYING yourself those conditions. No phone calls. Apply
TOUGH ON MOTHERS
"secret luxuries" your budget
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
DUBLIN (API - It's rough
won't allow. Earn extra cash,as
to be a new mother in Dublin THREE BEDROOM brick, 1,2 an Avon Representative, during M11C
theSe days
baths, carport and storage, with your free hours. It's easy-and
At the National Maternity
on corner 1613 fun! Call Collect 365-9424 before WANTED TRACTOR mechanic,
Hospital patients have to lie on lot and a half
and 8:30 a.m. or wr'te Mrs. Janet experience preferred. Apply in
couches and on mattresses on Parklane. Pay equity
Stokes Tractor &
Phone
loan.
cent
per
assume
6
Kunick, Mgr., Route 2, Box 136-A, person to
the floor because of lack of
Industrial
Company,
Implement
M6C
753-2576.
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
M6C
space
M12C
Road.

CH. 3
WSIL

oftitt*

Trian!le Inn

Car w
fillui
moi

Dining 1
side You;
new Curl

Good Pay To A Good Operator
Could also use a less experienced person
21 or older.

ONE OF the nicest homes
Murray. Completely landscaped
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal
living and dining room. Special
features - swimming pool,
terraced
patio, unlimited
storage, expanding sub-division
Being transferred. $31,500. Phone
M13P WANTED
753-9556.

-F

1102 Ches
Try Us

•

at the

I _HAVE THE
SMARTEST
DOG IN
TOWN

41

HELP WANTED

xv4,10

NANCY

SEV
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HELP WANTED
writer, there are no heights REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SAGITTARIUS
'which you cannot attain. Should
(NOV. 23 to Dec. 21)
This day may bring a you prefer to train yourself
BY OWNER
Three bedroom brick, 1% story, 2 baths, living room,dining
.challenge to your adaptability. along other lines, however,
room, den-kiWben combination, carpet throughout, and 2
Throw in, your lot with those there are many fields from
Frances Drake
car garage. Located on dead end street between new high
who are opposed to you if there which you can successfully
school and university.
is no other way to achieve your choose, notably: Science, the
law, statesmanship, education,
FOR SUNDAY, MAY 7.1972
CALL 7834485
ends.'
photography or horticulture. In
direction. Take ('APR WORN
in
any
reaching
such case. music or writing
Look in the section in which
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
time to re-evaluate all
would
make
satisfying KENIANA SHORES $10.00 down BY OWNER new three bedroom
your birthday comes and find
You
may
soon
have
to
engage
situations.
avocation.
On
the
personal
side, and $10.00 per month will buy a brick house, two full baths, den
what your outlook is, according
in a battle of wits. Investigate,
LEO
you
have
an
outgoing
and large lot with lake access. All with fireplace, carpet, central
to the stars.
have
all
the
facts.
to be sure you
including
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
water heat and air, concrete drive and
warm-hearted
personality,
are utilities
opponent unprepared
dysor-4
ARIES
available. Phone 436-5320. M13C two car garage. This house is
Some old methods can be To face an
devoted
to
family
and
friends
folly.
would
be
20)
'
to
Apr.
( Mar. 21
improved upon, reused proand have all the instincts of the
nearly completed and ready for
Mars continues auspicious. fitably. But new ones should be AQUARIUS
true
humanitarian. Birthdate ...By OWNER; three bedroom- occupancy. Phone 753-3903. M8C
---1!
You should be able to go along given a chance, too - in fact, I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
of: Robert Browning, poet.,, briA, newly . tdecorated, near
A day--ia which to emphasize
on your awn power, and assist grapsed with enthuSiasm and
Peter I. Tschaikovsky and University, two additTaii-alTOo
-iiii-.NICE THREE bedroom brick
(lerance
and
understanding.
for
day
good
others, too. A
molded to your purposes.
.lohannes Braluns, composers, with private bath and entrance
please,
Grant
leniencies
that
making long-range plans.
VIRGO
for extra income. Phone 753-7408 less than 10 years to
ePtirlie
$25W
TAURUS
YOUR PERSON.L HOROSCOPE
'Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%. without forsaking fair standafter 4:00_for appointment. TFC 492-8264.
FOR 1977
mehidwft a defaSeettleY- - TFC
ards.
fApr. 21 to May 21)
Heed good suggestions, weigh
by day forecast, complete guide to
X
tove and marriage, sod a cons
' Brighten the outlook for all by all offerings; know when to PISCES
frame
white
BEDROOM
TWO
pretwouve character analysis
is
ENJOY PEACE and quiet with
an optimistic interchange of accept and when to refuse. If 1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
w_jkli_ kitchen and living_vity-oonveseenee----ideas7--knoWledge.- You- -are -To-ilEaell any origuiaTT-dia-i-,-de --Ptit--iftto-preetic..e-preeedures--- coin tor postage and hanalInni rcr thts
itsey. bedroom home in Gatesborough
room,4 acres,Tcated in
newspaper, care of Horoscope Book
developer as well as a creator. not hesitate to express them. which have generated the most
,Ericedat_only $8,000. Phone 753- Estates-. -Featares--two-bailis,
Dededment
----Availacivancement-ter--date
te both talents now:
Stat.on, New York, N.Y 10011. Print1.1BRA
M9P central e t d ir,
5723.
your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP, and
,o na
yoUrself of new "opportunities- DATE
- -GEMINI
OF- BIRTH
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) good
there
are
many.
A
of
which
screens, fully carpeted, formal
May 22 to June 21)
A fine day for personal betThree
OWNER:
bedroom 'iv* and dining room, large
with your help!
_ Excellent Mercury influ- terment,social affairs and long- day
A l'OMMON.PROBLE.M_„ BY
ences. Day favors intellectual range planning. Shun a tenDUBLIN 1API - Dr John brick'Ori Well landscaped lot, 1617 kitchen with eating area and
YOU BORN TODAY are Stack, director of the Child Kirkwood. Large living-dining family room. Dishwasher,
pursuits, written matters, dency to "keep up with the
extremely gifted in the creative Guidance Clinic in Dublin. says room. Spacious kitchen with disposal and electri.c garage
communicationsieper_ally. You --Jons.sps„." howeNer
arts: are idealistic to an that depression in children is built-in oven,' range and dish-'door.'Phone 753-8743.
may hear some extremely good
._ M6C
.
- ,
--Carpeted-tiTrougeteuti-12/111Stlat-ttegree and drighly
COtTlYttOTY:- PlOttr./TOTTT eavtrIn-- - Oct. 24 to Nov. 2.21
Your
talent
for
fancy.
imaginative.
Infants,
he
says.
can
becarport.
Phone
Utility
and
CANCER
753FOR
QUICK
Sale
a lovely four
A splendid. period for
(June 22 to July 231 4310 proceeding _cmituarci to.. your both music and poetry is not come depressed because of en- 93""'
933T:
MIX bedroom brick home in nice
.
s.
such
as
a
--vironmenTaTTIET6i
dominated
gy
an
en
-TOronal
only
present
and
Examine- past
neighborhood, fully carpeted,
goals. If you are not working, at
plans; scrutinize methods. Are least get in some good planning. quality but by intellect as well small child living with a dedishwasher, disposal, walk-in
mother
Pressed
WANT TO BUY
and, as either composer or
you oieremphasizing, over- Good news in the p.m.
closets, two baths, paved double
t&B/F:Phone Joe Ernerson, 753WANT
TO
BUY
Girl's
bicycle,
?,`
lkl+f DO PEOPLE ALWAYS
1275.
M11C
HAVE TO TEU. 4'0l.) LJNATIF& 26" in good condition. Phone 753tkr1ititt 4,
6030
after
5:
00
p.m.
DREAMED LAST NIGHT?
TFNC BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
kliatitie(r
large family' room, living room,
WANT TO BUY 2 or a bedroom kitchen-dining room, 1% baths,
house in the county 'with 3 to 5 utility room,carport, two storage
acres. Phone 753-8165 or 762buildings, patio, carpeted,
M8P central heat and air. Phone 7534418.
9658
TFC
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
of Ledger 81 Times. Please bring NICE 2 bedroom cottage on Lake.
BLONDIE
by office, 103 North 4th Street. No Large living room, dining room,
TFNC den and kitchen combination, one
phone calls please.
A CON • 1,
LI HEADS
LL
HEADS
THAT MEANS
il'bath, electric heat and fireplace,
:PATC+.4
I PATC Hi THE ,
WANT TO BUY negative large shady lot, only $9,000.
RETIRED MAN to da indoor and
T4E i200F,
ROOF!
enlarger, also need other supplies Two bedroom home- about 4 outdoor maintenance. Must be
TAILS .
1
related to developing. Phone 753- years old, large kitchen and den mechanically inclined. 15 to 20
I TAKE
M9C with fireplace, nice bath, large
9495.
*
A NAP
hours weekly. No phone calls,
utility, good well on five acre lot apply at Colonial House
atouL/Lmile off 641 South 3 Srnorgachinrrl
M8C.
YOft -3)!tE--tIR--TR*DE_miles from Murray. $13,500.
1969 PONT/AC two door hardtop, Nice 2 acre building lot on Hwy. WANTED s EXPERIENCEDair and power, extra clean. 1966 94 about three miles West of Welder. Apply in person to Five
Dodge wagon, 9 passenger, air Kentucky Lake. $1,900.
Points Welding Shop.
TFC
and power in good condition. Good 75 x 185 ft. wooded lot in
Phone 474-2257.
M6C Blood River Sub-Division for only WAITRESS WANTED. No phone
I 5-6
calls. Apply in person to Saucy
$395.00.
THE PHANTOM
Insurance
&
Real
Galloway
Pig Bar-B-Q and Pancake
H.P.
15' RUNABOUT, 40
mir
Murray, Ky. House.
Evinrude and trailer. Will sell or Estate Agency,
M6C
Phone
753-5842.
753Phone
fisbing_boat.
trade_for
?UP
6322.
BRICK LAKE home; two
1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65' bedrooms; completely furnished,
mobile home,unfurnished. Phone two acres water front. Private
days 762-6280, nights. 753-9274. dock and boat house. Phone 753M6C
See at 8 Riviera Courts. Mayl9NC 8654 after 5:00p.m.

BEATLE BAILEY

P

ELECTROI
vices, Box 2
Sanders; p
mington, Kf

LEAVING
sale, Saturc
p.m.,721 Sy

Op(
12th &

BUD HOOF
Wisehart a
the meat
Locker Pla
Choice me
priced right

STOP
T
guarantee(
Phone Mrs
or Huntin
Huntingdon
5975.

WE SPEC
home, outb
camper ins
good clairr
Insurance
Murray, K
5642.
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Call

Cali

753-1916
NOTICE

753- 19 1 6

NOTICE.

_ FOR RENT.

Another View

THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment, utilities, furnished.
Near town. Phone 753-4687 or see
at 412 South 6th Street. Single
lady preferred.
MOP

NEW LOCATION
BILL'S MOBILE HOME
REPAIR, 1 MILE PAST NEAL STARKS & SONS
MOBILE HOME SALES, RIGHT HAND SIDE OF
ROAD ON HWY. 641, ALMO HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY.
AIR CONDITIONERS AND HURRICANE STRAPS,
[VARIOUS PARTS AND MATERIALS. WE
WELCOME ALL INSURANCE BIDS. PHONE 7539878.

ligr
AINIONWA Al

t ZAMA

TWO BEDROOM house, unfurnished, air conditioned,
carpeted living room, place
for washer and-dryer, attached
garage and large garden spot.
Phone 753-1628.
M8C

ir9rt SALE

FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart
inetitoutti-T6th Street. Phone
753-6609.
5412C

FOR SALE

ENNIS SS & X13 Restaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
per case(100 books). Sold in case
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
Supply, 103 North 4th Street.
TFNC

TWO BEDROOM apartment
furnished or unfurnished at the
Embassy Apartments. Married
couple preferred, others will be
considered. No pets. Phone 7534331 or 753-6985.
M12C

FOR SALE _1
Beautiful new and used 2.1
cubic feet.- refrigerators.
Ideal for campers, office,
etc. Phone 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 5:00.

11

OAK OFFICE desk, real nieil
dining table, fancy antiqye
rocker, nice old trunk, other
antique items. Phone 435-40j2_
MIIP
evenings.
LIGHT BLUE formal, size 10
worn once,$10.00. Phone 753- IOC
4954.
,
SPINET - CONSOLE piano.
Wanted responsible party to take
over spinet piano. Easy terms. •
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
276.
Manager, P.O. Box
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. M6P

THREE BEDROOM brick, on 312
Irvan. Phone 492-828.3.
MIIC STABLES AND pasture for
TV SERVICE
horses on Wiswell Road, $25.00
FOUR BEDROOM house, fur- per month. Phone 753-3456
CENTER
nished, near University. Boys daytime.
M9C
only. Available Summer or
AKC REGISTERED German
Summer and Fall. Phone 753-3895
Shepherd puppies, 8 weeks oid,
BEDROOM
TWO
10'x50'
or 753-3482.
XOR SALE
M6C
AMC
phone7534351,
Almo Heights
Kentucky
MagnOlia trailer with 23,000 BTU
NICE FURNISHED apartment, NEW AND used lawn mowers Sears air conditioner fed.
437-4401 after 4:00
$50.00 per month. Phone 753and tillers, for sale. All $1750.00. Phone
In-Between-Snack,' Lunch
FREE TRAILER space in yard
M8C
p.m.
6044.
M6P
guaranteed. Knight's Shop, 753%
4 695-6
If You
or Dinner our 18 cent
of widow lady to couple or small
--------4942-1•01.4.1.4
- --TFC- '4035-, ----IF Top;
i;
amtly.-Tor TarTfier Information,
1969
12'x60',
MOBILE HOME,
I FIVE ROOM house with bath and
Notch _Winner, available
phone 753-5708.
rarpetpri '
fully
.. M9C
FCrR
job welt done furling"
in the Dining Room, Take
Phone.air
conditioner
and
unWHAT
S GOING
'
/
4e5Dr -4In
"44Y
'
THESE-TYA1
r9kr4mal€443
"
aftwatshe`
b- clean
Stella,
_MSC
Phone_48,-2555,
carpets with Blue Lustre.
Home or Curb.
derpenning. Phone 489-2321. M6C
SPRING PAINTING-We have
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
Latex wall paint from $2.95 per
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom K,Belaire Shopping Center. M6C
Before 500 p.m.
25 PER CENT discount on 5 fi.P.
gallon up. Hughes Paint
duplex, large wooded back yard,
May 29C
Store.
one block from university. Call 10'x45'-1963 MAGNOLIA mobile Quincy, new uncrated air comor
753-3312 or 753-8096.
M6C home, equipped with 18,500 pressor. 20 Per Cent discount on
a_.q. conditioner Real one new 2 H.P. Quincy comATTEmProv-7,
-car -wasRh
• -01Yemirititt- Ti•P.
F
any
s.-!• nice-trailer. 91700.00. Phone '437--1Yreg
Between 600"p.m.
Only
Special summeriates, efficiency 4331.
M8C Westinghouse compressor at 50
11900
with
per cent new price. Will install NEW AND used tractor tires.
7:00 p.m. In The
apartments across street from
Patent pending ovens dispensing 5 varieties of
free.
Phone 753-3018 after 5:00 Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
MSU Campus. Private parking. 54" ROUND OAK table. Phone
Evening
fillup iluring the
nuts in aluminum paks. Cashews, pistachios,
p.m.
M6C service. Vinson Tractor Co.
Days phone 753-4342, nights, 753- 753-9701.
If you know your route
M6C
mixed nuts, spanish and blanched peanuts. Write
1TC
Phone 753-4892.
month of May.4978
and
753-5020.
M6C
boy's number, please call
for
Brochure
and
free
samples
to
Dan-Pak
12'
ALUMINUM
boltandl
H.P.
him first. If you get no
ELECTRIC motor. Cheap. Will sell ADAMS HARD Surfaced plow
GENERAL
Corporation, 209 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N.Y.
results then call John
EFFICIENCY ROOMS for girls, refrigerator, older model, $35.00. separately -or together. Good points. Also regular plow points,,.
10705.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
for Sommer and Fall semester. Good condition. Phone 753-7884 condition. Phone 753-8641 or 767- to. fit most plows. Chisel phi!'
number during the hours
'
Private entrance, Carpeted, after 5:00 p.m.
r1102 Chestnut
M6C 2205.
Murray
MIONC points, cultivator shovels and
listed
central air and I•eat. Phone 753sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753Try Us-You'll Like Us
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
MlOC 1971 'BOAT AND trailer, 197245 FERGUSON 30 tractor and plo . 4892:
2377.
ITC
H.P. Johnson motor. Phone 753- Phone 753-5482.
M6P
LEGAL
NOTICE
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
TWO BEDROOM furnished 8263 after 6:00 p.m.
MIOC
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll
TIRED OF CRANKING
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
apartment, 416 North 8th Street.
heavy gauge to fit all disc
100
AMP.
pole,
com20'
trailer
NOTICE OF FILING OF
13th Street. "Every day you
M6C 641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of
Phone 753-7503.
plete, $75.00. Washer and dryer harrows. See us before you buy.
STATEMENT OF INTENT TO
delay lets bugs have their
that lawn Mower or tiller, thats hard to
cussin
Quit
Murray,
Irish
Setter
puppies,
works good for Vinson Tsactor Co.,753-4892, ITC
combination,
OF
BELK'S
way."
TFC DISSOLVE
SMALL CLEAN-UP shop, air Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy
'14
$85.00. Phone 753-3459 orter.
DEPARTMENT STORE OF
compressor furnished. Phone 753- Poodles, fish and supplies,
start, bring it to "KNIGHTS SHOP"for minor tune up,or
8:00 p.m. 753-9867.
M6C '196S -Tri55'. THREE bedroont
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,
IN,.
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
M6C hampsters and birds. Special on
3018.
mobile home. Phone 753- .
2 gallon containers, $12.00.
complete overhaul. Xogr satisfaction guarenteed also
M12C
Neons. 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 8008.
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
Hughes Paint-Store. • May29Ctablets $3:00. Money Back
Statement of Intent to Dissolve of
broken frames repaired, wheels replaced, ciuick service,
on Blood River Bay. Modern.
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount 1967 -WHEEL CAMPER tent
Belk's Department Store,of
ALLSTATE INSURANCE Murray, Kentucky, Inc.,
gaited Pharmacy.
M6C REGISTERED
5
Phone 436-2427.
M6C trailer. sleeps 8. Very good
fair prices.
condition. Phone 753-6505. M9C
Company. See John Simpkins at Kentucky corporation, was filed
American saddle horse. Black,
Murray Sears Store on Wed- iP tti4' -alic41.- of the Secretary
UNIVERSITY MEN; the lower.-kood disposition and ready to 11 &
USED Fn.-tater-a. -Aver
KNIGHT SHOP'
nesdays or pfibne Mayfiera 247--State of Kentucky on the 17th day
level of, an apartment _building •show, Phone 753-93d2 ot 753stocked with lots of good used RIDING MOWER, 8 11.P.-32',,
M6C of December,
7281.
M6P furniture. Have lots of antiques. cut, 4 speed. $329.95. 5 H.P.-26"
Turn left at Lake Stop Grocery on Hwy.94-will be available to 12 students 6977.
1971, and that all
beginning
of
summer
session.
Six days a week. 121 Concord cut, 2 speed, $239.95. Briggs &
creditors
and
Claimants
and first road on left. Look for sign
WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed against the corporation are
$40.00 pet student, includes air AIR CONDITIONER truck load Road, four miles from Murray. Stratton engine. Roby Saki;
-floor covering and carpets. required to present their
conditioning, heat, water. sale, while they last. Thomas A. Phone 753-6676 or 753-4716. M6P Highway 68, Benton, KenPhone 753-4035.
tucky.
M196
Hughes Paint Store.
May 29C respective claims and demands
electricity, kitchen facilities, Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88.
private entrance and parking. 17,000 BTU, $186.88. 20,000 BTU, CHICKENS, DUCKS, Geese,
immediately in' writing to the
END YOUR battery troubles for corporation so that it can proceed FOR ALL your home additions, WILL DO house painting inside 1626'2 Hamilton. If rented to a $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88. Pigeons, Bantams, young and 1971 YAMAHA 250 MX. Phont
M1213
the life of y ow Cdr with VX-6, to-collect-its -assets, convey and alterations, remodeling, etc., . -or outside. Contact Trwuan club, president.or manager, rent 26,000 BTU, $261.88. Roby Sales, old. -Large selection,----Hubert 753-7787
highway
Ken68,
Benton,
South
Mr.
miles
be
negotible.
Phone
Alexander,
3
will
only $2.98. Money back guarantee dispose of --properties, pay,_ Free Estimates. Phone 753or
Street
Olive
607
Edwards, at
--OWENS-CRUISER- -awlM17C Sedalia. Phone 328-85-63-,
Alexander,
p.m.-fer an tick),.
MOP
at Crovreycles, tot East Main. satisfy and discharge its 6123.
Free
phone 753-6587.
trailer, 150 H.P. Mercruisei
Visit us Saturday for our Grand liabilities and obligations and do
M6P appointment, or contact Mrs. Joe
Estimate.
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak 125 ce- PENTON motorcycle? like RED BONE female, lit years power unit. Price $2,150. This
Opening,or phone 753-9958. M6C all other acts required to INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain$650.00. old. Bred to a red bone tree dog. boat originally sold new for
liquidate its business and affairs. ting; any size job. All work EXTERIOR & INTERIOR Park,Ill. 60302 or phone 312 383- new, two months old.
M6P Phone 437-4329.
M9C
May12NC Phone 436-2366,
M6C $17,000. Phone 436-2427.
This 31st day of December, guaranteed. Use first quality painting. Contract or hourly rate. 9264 in p.m.
Dining Room Service In1971.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve Phone 492-8581 after 5:00 p.m.
side Your Car, Now on our
12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air RIDING MOWER, 5 H.P.,
Thomas M. Belk, Assistant Todd,753-8495.
TFC
MI1C THREE
BEDROOM, two
new Curb at the Triangle.
conditioner,
good condition, one cut, $100.00. Used one season:
Secretary
bathroom, fully carpeted ranch,
753-4148 after 4:00 Phone 753-5402 after 5:00 p.m. M9owner.
Phone
INN
IIOME REPAIRS. Dripping WILL DO housework on Wed- 1626 Hamilton. Available to
MlOC
p.m.
M.
W.C.
Ashley
753 4953
faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged nesday, baby-sit or iron in your qualified person. Interested in
Post Office Box 520
managing
lower
Phone
level
home,
4:00.
which
from
8:00
till
will
sink or drain? Phone John the
BOY'S 26" bicycle, $20.00.
Corbin, Kentucky 40701
17,2' GLASTRON Tr -Hull boat Convertible 18" bicycle with
M9P hduse 12 college students. Rent
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 753-4369.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
M6,13,20,27C
with 125 H.P. Evinrude. Boat, training wheels, $20.00. Child's
negotiable. Write Mrs!" Joe
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
motor, trailer and accessories. chain driven pedal tractor,
nights.
May31C WILL MOW any yard, mower is Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak
Park, Ill. 60302 or phone 312) 383Phone 7534148 after 4:00 p.m.
M12C
753-6200.
furnished.
Phone
$10.00. Phone 753-7546.
M9C
AUTOS FOR SALE
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerM1OC
9264.
Mayl2NC
C
M
Murray,
Ky
,
213,
Box
vices,
SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS I
FOR RENT
Sanders; phone 382-2468, Far- 1961 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
NICE APARTMENTS; one
307 N. 4th 7534091
Reg (24
TFC good condition mechanically.
Our milkshakes
mington, Kentucky.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
furnished bedroom furnished apartment,
THREE
ROOM
cents) or large (big pint 35
I
STEREO,CAR RADIO
Good tires: Low mileage. $425.00. I
and
two
from
bedroom
unfurnished
made
are
both
cents)
apartment, newly carpeted,
SALES*SERVICE
-pure home made ice cream
M8C
apartment.
Phone
753-5079.
M8C
LEAVING MURRAY!!! Yard Phone 436-5587.
private
private
entrance
and
Appliances
.
)
small
on
Repair
Both sizes available in the
sale, Saturday, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
23-1/16 x 35"
dining room, take home or
bath. Couples or single only.
1963 FALCON 4 speed, excellent
curb
M6C
Sycamore.
721
p.m.,
MlIP
Phone
753-5351.
TRIANGLE,INN-condition. Willing to sell at
.009 Thick
THREE ROOM and bath apartreasonable price, but must sell BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
ment.
Private
plates are perfect
driveway,
one
door
These
and
TWO ROOM furnished apartthis week. Phone 767-2032. M8P also bank gravel, fill dirt
EROM wall to wall, no soil at all,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, -merit, air conditioned, for one or from college campus. No pets.or
or roofing
siding
in carpetes cleaned with Blue for
children
allowed.
Couple
1962 CHEVROLET station 35443138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 two college boys. Near the preferred. For
I,ustre. Rent electric sharnpooer barns, for placing
information phone
TFC campus $45.00 per month. Phone
wagon. Good car. $150.00. Phone p.m,.
$1. Begley• Drug Store, Central
•753-3264. Available May. 15. TFC
i53-5921.
M8P
around bottom of
M6C
436-2427.
Shopping ('enter.
M6C
conAIR
AUTOMOTIVE
mobile homes to keep
1964 DODGE VAN, 6 cylinder, ditioning, rebuilt compressors, NEATLY FURNISHED one or
FOR RENT
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400 two bedroom apartment, carMOBILE HOME. 10'x50', fully out the wind and snow,
$350. Call 753-8934 after :3 p.m.
When a maintenance man
Floor buffer shampooer,
forgets to service a Quincy
North 4th Street, Phone 753-6976 peted and air conditioned. May
furnished and fur • carpeted with and for many other
MI1C
Compressor. no darnage is
power saw, sander, hedge
May22P be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
or 474:2748.
electric pole and underpenning.
done because a built in
car buffer.
Opens 7 a.m.
trimmer,
safety feature remembers
Phone 345-2157 or 345-2506. M6C uses such as
located 100 South 13th Street. M8C
PICKUP TRUCK,1970 Chevrolet,
Main,
BILBREV'S. 210
and it takes the load off the
Mr. Fix-It-Man.
THE
JOHN
yellow
C-10
deluxe,
8
cylinder,
"building out"
compressor, eliminating
12th- & Poplar Street
Phone 753-5617.
and white, like new. $1995.00. Home Repairs-electricial, car- PRIVATE FURNISHED
damage Write or call for
Mice or rats.
details
pentry, roofing, painting, door apartment for college boys for
1972-175 OSSA race bike. one
Phone John D. Calhoon,436for
some
have
John
we
Call
TRAILERS;
plumbing.
Summer and Fall semester, at
place trailer. Phone 753M8(: screens and
TI1E WORLD'S FINEST
BUD HOOKS has joined Bernice 2368.
sale also. See Brandon Dill after
M1ONC
the Mr. Fix-1t-Man, 753-5897 8:00 7th and Chestnut. Phone 7537474.
AIR
COMPRESSORS
Wisehart and 011ie Hutchens at
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 6546.
M8C 4:00 p.m. and 'all weekend a
1961
RAMBLER
Classic,
four
Call at
selection
of
large
a
have
We
Gibson
the meat counter of
May31C
Dill's Trailer Court at Murro
nights.
compressors to Sell. Trade,
SPARTA Mobile
x50'
1969-12'
Locker Plant at 107 North 3rd. door sedan. 6 cylinder, straight
•
Theater Entrance. TH
or Rent ,
miles since
owner, verv
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, al Drive In
home, one
Choice meats, cut right and shift. 15,800
DIX[ELAND
MOW laWns in Southern carpet, dishwasher, disposal and
overhauled.
Looks
and
runs
good.
WILL
reasonable. Phone 753-8527 or 753M6C
priced right.
F1'.'Monroe.
ON
DUPLEX
103 N. 4th St.
coNiPitEssoR
M11('
$200.00. Phone 753-8124.
M8C vicinity of town. Phone Kent range,central heat and air, largc
1950.
M6NC lot with garden spot, $125.00 per-rooms and bath, central heat aft!
Klein 753-5540.
, PHONE 753-301X
Murray, Ky.
air carpet throughout, extr.,
1966 FORD BRONCO, 4 wheel
'
ANTIQUE CHINA cabinet.
month. Available June 1. Phone large
Work drive. Phone
STOP
TERMITES.
401 N. 4TH.
•
master bedrooni, range.
753-9911 after 5:00 WILL DO lawn mowing and yard 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.
M8C
Phom 75:V2382 after 5:00
guaranteed. Free estimate. p.m.
753-610%
753-3648
or
Days
phone
M9C cleaning. Setting shrubbery,
M8(
WANTED TO RENT
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
TEC G.E. TAPE Cassett player- p.m
after 5:00 p.m
working in flower garden. Ex- NEW THREE bedroom duplex
or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
CARD OF THANKS
WANT TO RENT house for 2-4
perienced. Phone 753-1841. M6P all carpet, dishwasher, disposa ONE BEDROOM furnished recorder. Like new. Also ihave
m, mileage, girls within 10 mile radius of
Huntingdon,Tennessee 9861970 YAMAHA 350, k
Phone
767tapes.
several
air,
and
and.
range,
heat
central
5975.
M6C
apartment,available June I. Two
TFNC dealer serviced. Phone 753town. Also small house for 2 men.
large lot with garden spot. $150.001 bedroom unfurnished apartment, 2655.
We would like to thank all our
TEC Phone 753-9302.
M6P
WILL
MOW
lawns,
any
size
per month. Available June I. available May 15. One efficiency MOTHER'S DAY: give her 3597
friends, neighbors, and relatives
M8( Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m. M
WE SPECIALIZE in mobile for all the cards, flowers and Phone 753-6075.
apartment for two girls, something to last-Concrete; Bird
FOR LEASE
home, outboard motor boat and food. Also thanks to the Martins
available now, for Summer only. Bath, flower boxes. Larry's NE‘V PLYMOUTH garden
camper Insurance. Low rates; 'Chapel Methodist Choir, West- FURNITURE REFTNISHINC,,
Highway
Craft,
tillers, 5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
Phone 753-9741.
M9C Concrete-Lawn
good claim service. Galloway view Nursing Home, Dr. Clark all work guaranteed: Free pick TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
MI1P • L‘ngine with forward and reverse NEW STANDARD station on 121
94 East. Phone 753-9953.
Insurance & Realty Agency, and the hospital staff, Bro. Coy up and delitrery. Free estimate. , apartment on Elm Street. Prefer
$139.95 Roby Sales. Highway 68, By.-4asii fur lease_ Phone 753-2432
SEVEN ROOM farm house and
Murray, Kentucky, phone 753- Garrett and the piano player, • Antique or natural finish. Jerry Icouple or mature woman Phone
753Phone
TRAILER
UTILITY
Benton, Kentucky, phone 527- for information. Paid
garden,
Wiswell
Road. Pbone 753May8C
%42.
M6NC 4368.
M8C 3456 days.
The Family of Claude Kemp. ITC McCoy,753-3045. '
TFC training.
June IC 1436-2326..
M6C
M9C 8109 after 5:30 p.m.

Bill's Mobile
Home Repair

_

Miss Your Paper

log

753-1916

TRIANGLE
INN

HOT NUT OVENS

753-7278

ASTRO
CAR WASH

Mgr.

p construct
5 an hour.
Ler, Central
layfield on
':00 a.m. or
her, State
!, Mayfield,
M6C

KEEPER
Permanent
-K, Murray,
ialifications
M6C

1

Mechanic.
icky Stages
M8C

INNER or
neat, efInd able to
'es. Steady
45 years of
with some
am n in salad
working 'ails. Apply
asbord.

mechanic,
. Apply in
Tractor &
, Industrial
M12C

flAR

n-Young
adlines
swer
wing

urmet
Aatch
',e-Game
ic

erman
,ie
ce
atre-29
!ature•

ws
droom-

kfter•

4

Ogincv
compressors

I

REMEMBER
When you
Forget

ALUMINUM
PLATES

L

?"

I

11

TARKS
HARDWARE

25' each
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Kentucky Roundup

U.S. To Formally Devalue
Dollar at Noon on Monday

Tennis Team

Lakers Move One Step Closer
Toward Elusive Championship

°Mose
less maintenance than the
LOUISVILLE, K. (AP
"FRIOI YendOOS the Unit has
Kentucky's AdjuWit-General now, and
thus a reductibn in
The Murray State women's
says he will go to Washington, personnel.
tennis team,7-2 in dual matches
D.C., Thursday to fight a pro"No other state has been
WASHINGTON (AP) — The month for passage of an appro- for the season, will wrap up its
posed change in the Kentucky asked to take
NEW YORK API — "If New celebrate now, then I'll relax out, "one of the most physical
a strength loss,"
United States will formally de- priations bill enabling the na- season this week with matches York had won, everybody too much for the next game in playoff games I've ever seen,"
Air National Guard's Mission.
he said, "and I am not going to
value the dollar at Noon EDT tion to fulfill so-called "mainte- against UT—Martin at Murray, would have been talking about Los Angeles."
said Lakers Coach Bill SharThe National Guard Bureau consent to it."
Vanderbilt at Nashville, and what a great game Bill Bradley
Monday,carrying out a bargain nance of value" obligations in
announced a plan last February
And Jerry West, who hit 28 to man.
Austin Peay at Murray.
struck in late December with international organizations,
Wilt Chamberlain, who
to replace the tactical recon- Derby Betting
played," said Gail Goodrich of lead all scorers, added: -I'm
In their last match, the the Los Angeles Lakers.
the richest non-Communist naThe Senate cleared the legisnaissance fighter planes of the
anxious
agname.,.
to play that next hauled down a game-high 24
NEW YORK ( API—The Off
tions.
women netters defeated David
lation Friday. It called for an
rebounds and scored 12 points—
Kentucky Unit with slower air Track Betting Corp.
"But they didn't,!" he said,
said it
Lipscomb 9-0. Lois Holmes, pausing to savor ,the moment,
Treasury Secretary John B. appropriation of $1.6 billion,
support craft.
Bradley scored 26 to top the eight of them in the opening
would open its 71 offices
Connally said Friday he will
The monetary agreement playing No. 1 singles, won 7-5, 7- then adding: "We did."
Maj. Gen. Richard L. Fry- throughout the city
minutes of the third period
Knicks. Two of his baskets, a
at 7 a.m.
notify the International Mone- reached in December is only an 6; Patsy Beauchamp at No. 2
inier said the new plane, the this morning
when New York threatened to
And
beating
by
Knicks
the
pair of jumpers in a 22-second
to accept Kentary Fund Monday that the new interim settlement. The major
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